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Albert Mazrall
local affairs
Mr.
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BURRILL national bank
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ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK

Harvest ball
J A Haynes-Grocer
Burrill National bank
M L Adams—Dry goods
House for sale or to let
H C Stratton—Clearance sale
In bankruptcy— Simon Crockett

EU-LSWORTH, MAINE
The Federal Reserve

System

has proved itself during our participation in the war. It is difficult to say
what banking conditions might have
been without it.
With it they have
been stable and responsive to the needs
of the situation. You should support a
bank which supports the system.

—Samuel K Reed
E F Robinson—The new Edison
Girl wanted—Mrs J A French
—Donovan restaurant
Notice of foreclosure—Bert H Bennett
Statement of the Ellsworth Loan & Buildng association

AT ELLSWORTH

In effect.

MAILS CLOSE

Arrive from the
west 4.60

p

8.16

west

a

sliced, lb
strip, lb
12 lb

.37
.35
.34
.33
.25
.30
.06
.15
.42
.40

can

lb

Pure Lard, bulk,
Lowney’s Cocoa, bulk, lb

Babbit’s Soap Powder,

4 lb

pkg

Soap, bar

Lenox

Army Pork and Beans, large size
Climax Coffee, lb
Climax

Tea,

n

can

lb

•j

H^v'isrES

*
_

„„_

.ash

end

_

Carry” Grocer,

Ellsworth

A
Hr

S1LVY & LINNEHAN, INC.
.

MAIN

.

GARAGE

STREET

.

.

EL.LSWORTM

TELEPHONE

123

PUBLIC CARS
Day

and

Night

Service

AGENTS FOB

Dodge, Chevrolet

Second-hand Cars

1 1917

—

Overland Cars

and

now

band:

on

Dodge Roadster

3 Ford Cars
Watch

our

Mrs. C. R. Foster baa gone to Massachufor the winter.

setta

at

2

2.25 2.50 2.98 3.25
pO
in W bite, Tan and
hey

Morton Whitcomb has received his
honorable discharge from the service, and
is at home.

Mrs. Eugene Hale has closed “The
Pines,” and left Sunday for her home in
Washington, D. C.
Frank S. Call, who has been employed
at Northeast Harbor during the summer,

llarry L. Crabtree left this morning for Brookline, Mass., to visit her
Mrs.

sister, Mrs. Fullerton Merrill.

and up to

1-49,

I he above

r,

Q, 11

sizes,

dren’s

styles

0%.

18-19-20 in Purple and White and Blue and
White at 1.89
Children’s Night Robes at 1.39

extra good
Sleeping Garments,
sizes 2-4-6 years, at 1.00
an

wut

*’'ctor>al Review Patterns.
our Special
Subscription

* can 8»ve

you $1.00.

value,

in

L. ADAMS

05 MAIN

ai'*r

White

all come with and without collars.

MARTIN
^
Aik

STREET
Send us your mail orders. We fill
them promptly and pay postage on
all that amount to $1.00 or over.
Edward H. Baker

Lye Specialist.

Tel. 146-11

Thirty
ence.

66 Oak

St., Ellsworth, Me

years of exclusive optical experiHome office days: Saturdays, Mon-

days, Tuesdays.

119
arin e

Sunday by appointment

THOMPSON

MAIN STREET

arid Automobile insurance
Represen

Equitable Piro
OF

and Marine

HARTFORD, CONN.

yesterday
gett

if your

first with
with

the

Chief Game Warden J. H. Maconaber
shipped to Augusta to-day the carcass of
a young ftaoose that fell a victim to a
wire
fence, near North Bend, Surry. The
a
moose,
good-sized calf, was found

would be

name

pleased

fence.

brought the carcass to Ellsworth, receiving instructions from the department to
ship it to Augusta.
The special meeting of the Woman’s
Alliance of the Unitarian church last
Friday afternoon partoos of the nature of
a reception to Mrs. Charles P. Lombard of

Plymouth.

Mass.,

whose

husband

York-Bar

trip

for

Harbor

tbe

season

express
on Bun-

the

club, informally
disbandment

or-

of the

->suranoe

Co.

than is offered

by any other county
in Maine, and the Eugene Hale scholarships of f25 each are being eagerly sought
by many boys and girls.
Bar

ii

Henry,
Mr.

the

fourteen-year-old

Mrs.

and

Arthur

Brown

son

the

accidental discharge of

will

move

from the

rooms

Moore’s pharmacy to the rooms in
First National bank building just vacated by Dr. F. P. Lattin, who has moved
rooms

in the

building.

same

The October term of the supreme court
county will convene next
Tuesday w*ith Justice Spear presiding.
The grand jurors will report at 10 a. m.
Tuesday and the traverse jurors at 10

Thursday.

Naturalization

cases

a. m.

will

Wednesday. Memorial services for
former Senator Eugene Hale will be held
Tuesday afternoon.
and

vicinity

will

enjoy

a

musical festival all of their own, with the
appearance of Rice’s novelty orchestra in

Hancock ball on Saturday evening, Oct.
11. With a perfectly balanced team, presenting the latest of musical successes,
Director Rice will please the dancing

public

in

Ellsworth

as

he

has

who

pleased

throughout Maine. Everyone
enjoys dancing under the best of

conditions should not fail to be

With

Eagle

present.

C. D. Wiggin delightfully enterained the embroidery club at her home
VIonday evening. Artistic table decoraions of pink and white, with a handsome
centerpiece of roses and ferns, suggested
tomething a little out of the ordinary, and
vheu on the dainty place cards were
bund linked the names of Miss Elizabeth
r. Cushman and Bartlett Cottle, the secret
vas out.
Miss CuBhman, one of the club
nembers, immediately became the storm
Mrs.

congratulations.

The friendly rivals of the Union river
racht fleet, Rev. R. B. Mathews’ Cygnet
ind Dr. E. H. Baker’s Tiger, tried it out
gain last Wednesday. The course was
ibout eight miles, across the bay to the
mil cove, down the eastern shore to the
iayues shore and a beat back to Conten-

some

lake

the muzzle

us

we

flowing river, some people follow the
surplus cash for luxuries.

lines of least resistance

accomplishment requires determination.
Start

account with the Hancock

an

Drifting

Decide to

Count}- Savings

save

is easy but
all you can

Bank.

Hancock County Savings Bank
Ellsworth,

O.

Maine

W.

TAPLEY,

CO.

General Insurance and Real Estate
TAPLEY BUILDING,

Telephone.:

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

|
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gun.
schoolmates, he

Saturday,

picked

and

which

a

was

at

up

by

he

gun
supposed to
unloaded, but which was the
of
one
of
his
gun
companions. The gun
was discharged,
the load entering his

thigh.
Klliot N. Benson Bead.
Elliott N. Benson, member of the Hancock county bar and former judge of the
Bar Harbor municipal court, died very

suddenly
home in

yesterday
Bar Harbor.

forenoon,

at

his

Enough Said.
Brother and
the first time,
trip with their
she to spend

sister were parted for
he going on a month’s
mother and father and
the month with their
grandparents. The leave taking was
rather strained, as neither one of them
quite knew what to say. Finally little
brother walked up and putting his
arms around his sister said: “Mardret,
I’m your brother an’ you’re my sister.”

COMING EVENTS.

Thursday evening, Oct. 9,

8

o’clock,

at

Trenton town hall— Exhibit and entertainment

To assist iu housework
No

cooking

MRS. J.
30 Birch Are..

by boys’

and

or

Guard

Your Beauty!

Keep It!
There is nothing like
vibration to retain the
beauty of youth. Mod
ern
vibration
gives
health and comfort t> o.
will mean
La Vida
more to you than
any
other vibrator.
Light
to
handle,
and
easy
small and compact. Mo

parts to oil, nothing
get out of order.

to

But best of all is the

quick
marvelously
action
smooth-flowing
of La Vida.
It yields a veritable
stream of health giving
tingles to the blood.
Come see us to-day.
Vida Health and Beauty
booklet.

washing!

A. FRENCH
Ellsworth

For Sale by ALEXANDER'S PHARMACY.

Ellsworth

C, C.

BURRILL

5c

BON

—Established 1807—

a

be his and

be

heard

Ellsworth

to

of

of Bar

over

to other

came

is not already on our books
to open an account with you.

and spend all their

Harbor Boy Killed.

Harbor, died Monday at the Bar Harbor
hospital, from wounds received by the

Dirigo club,

business

WHY BE A DRIFTER?
Like

was

pastor of the church here forty years ago.
The welcome of the Ellsworth Alliance
was voiced by Mrs. Myron King, its
president. Mrs. Lombard, in response, spoke

new

IteusT Company \
i1gj§ union
o^Ellsworth.Maine l

morning by Henry Blodup
by one hind leg in
In threshing about,
the

hung

more

center for

A.

in Red Cross work:,
army and later
Dr. Parcher and his

war

English

of this

through the recommendation of our old customers
who knew of the strong financial
standing of the
institution, our methods, and the excellent service that, we had rendered them,
consequently,
when their friends asked their advice
they were
glad to recommend us and advise them to become
depositors.

a

audiences

Graduate Optometrist and Registered

'Ir°> IV1

be

for Hancock

stripes in sizes
2.39. plain white at 2.25

1.98. and

The

great deal

A

reminiscently of her residence here, and
pariah supper at the then told of the work of the National
LAMOINK PEOPLE INJURED.
Unitarian vestry this evening at 6.30, Alliance, with which she has been
promifollowed by a parish meeting.
nently identified for years. Singing by >1r9. Alvah Graves and Two Daughters in Auto Accident.
At the meeting of Acadia chapter, R. Mrs. Howard Walker and a reading by
A. M., next Tuesday evening, there will Miss M. A. Greely added to the pleasure
Mrs. Alvah Graves and two of her
of the afternoon. Tea was served.
be work in the mark degree.
Mrs. daughters, Emma and Minnie, of North
who is a guest of Miss Greely,
in a
Eamoine, were severely injured
Mrs. Frederick A.
Coombs of
East Lombard,
her ankle by mistep on the stairs automobile
near
accident
Newport
Orange, N. J., spent, the past week with sprained
Saturday, but was able to be out again Sunday evening. The daughter Emma
her parents, James E. Parsons and wife.
yesterday.
was the most
severely injured, and is
Miss Annie Emery of the Union Trust
suffering from concussion of the brain.
Co. left Saturday for a vacation of three
COUNTY CONTEST.
She is in the Emerson McVetty hospital
weeks to be spent with relatives in Michat Newport, and yesterday her chances
igan.
Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs in p:ilsworth of recovery were reported as slight. She
Miss Florence Pettengill, who has been
Oct. 17 and 18.
had not regained consciousness since the
employed in Bar Harbor during the
The annual county contest of the boys’ accident.
summer, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. J. H.
Mrs.
Graves
had
one
arm
and girls’agricultural clubs will be held
badly |
Donovan.
at Hancock hall, Ellsworth, Friday and wrenched and bruised, and sustained a
There will be a business meeting of the
severe shaking up.
The daughter Minnie
Saturday of next week.
Baptist society at the vestry next MonI he woman’s club has made a canvass received cuts about the head and face.
at
7.30.
A
day evening,
large attendance of the city, and secured necessary accom- The driver of the car, a Mr. Dill of
is desired.
modations for club members and their Bangor, was not injured.
The party was bound from Portland
E. C. Seigars has bought the Swett local leaders for lodging Friday night and
house on Hancock street, and will occupy breakfast Saturday.
Members will find for Bangor. Running along in the fog
it as soon as Samuel E. Chapman, the their own dinners Friday and Saturday, and rain, with windshield obscured, the
and supper Friday night will be in the driver did not notice the sharp curve at
present occupant, finds a new rent.
Hurd’s corner, and crashed into a tree.
Capt. M. L. Hall has received his honor- fcrm of a banquet.
Both wheels and the running board were
Exhibits have already begun to arrive,
able discharge from the army, and arstripped from one side of the car.
The point where the accident occurred
rived home last week. He is at present and from all indications, the invitation
to hold the county contest in Ellsworth, has been the scene, it is said, of many
enjoying the hunting on Union river.
automobile accidents.
extended early in the season by the city,
Mr. Graves left for Newport yesterday.
Roy T. Goodwin, sou of Mr. and Mrs. will be
met with a hearty response.
Roy J. Goodwin, left Saturday for New
banks
are
back of the club
County
York, where he has employment on one movement
this year with $500 for prizes,
of the New York-Savannah line steamThere will

The men’s social

come

aU(

summer.

is the

and A.
M., will ! animal had succeeded in
getting all
first degree to-morrow evening.
three strands of wire about one ankle.
Mrs. Sarah E. Davis of Bluehill is visit- The
animal was alive. Mr. Blodgett reing her daughter, Mrs. Ward W. Weseott. ported the case to Warden
Maconaber,
Mrs. Annie L. LeFevre of Iowa
City, who found the moose too badly injured to
Iowa, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Lacordia save, one leg being broken and the flesh
Lord.
He
shot the animal and
badly tom.

ganized after

Night Gowns
JJannelett©
and
White
J‘k
and Blue and

Cleveland, O., where his marriage will
place to-day. The bride is Miss Winifred Hassell of
Cleveland, who was the

the

day. The Sunday train service on the
Mt. Desert branch will be discontinued
after Oct. 36.

10.50
Grey,
fancy crib blankets, Bo Peep, Teddy Bear, etc.
at 75^. 1.00, 1.19 and 1.25
1

to

the

Lygonia lodge,' F.

work

ships.

^anu Blankets
M

racing.

Dr. Arthur H. Parcher left Saturday by
automobile for Boston.
C. E. Alexander
accompanied him, returning by rail Monday. Dr. Parcher extended hifrtrip by rail

Expression of Confidence

Girl Wanted

‘ad’ every week for Bargains.

•ror These Cool Nights

xt,a

Closes for

postcfflce halt

at

hour before mail closes.

The New

n

20.)

m.

made its last

P

During the month of September 118 NEW
ACCOUNTS were opened in this bank, an average of nearly 5 for each business day.

Americans.
bride are
expected home early next week. Those
who met Miss Hassell while
here, anticipate with pleasure her return as Mrs.
Parcher.

arrived home last week.

rfr-v

Mr. Mathews hopes some day to
song.
meet the Tiger in Cygnet weather and
with the yacht better
groomed for

the

m.

No. 41.

(

2ltibertisnnmtB.

An

out the

POSTOFFICK

AT

N—KBKD AS ■liCOND- GLASS MATTER
AT THE BLL8WORTK POSTOPPrcE,

an

happy sequel to another
war romance, which
began in England,
where Miss Hassell was
engaged through-

m.

If

the

marriage

m.

Registered mail should be
an

“

skipMathews, and Alex. Stuart
Tiger. The Tiger showed its
tail to the Cygnet throughout the
race,
gradually drawing away in the run across

I
>

1919.

per with
nailed the

guest of Mrs. Parcher this

POSTOFFICE.

Sept. 2S, 1919

Got no Writ— 10.40 am; 6 pm.
Going East—6.16 a in; 4.10 p m.
Sundays. (Until Oct.

•l

acted

take
SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Week Days.
From West—6.47 a m; 4.40, p
From East—11.11 a m; 6.27 p

“

cove.

OCTOBER 8

bay and down the shore, and increasing its lead decisively in the beat home.
But the Cygnet has not yet sung its swan

MAILS RECEIVED.

Army Bacon,

mencati.

girls’

club and sale

and supper by Golden Rule club of Trenton.

Saturday evening, Oct. 11, at Hancock
hall—Dancing; Rice’s novelty orchestra.
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 17 and 18Fourth annual county contest of boys’
and girls’ agricultural clubs at Hancock
hall, Ellsworth.
Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 5 and 8
—Annual fair of Methodist society.

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of the leading companies of this and foreign counti ie

jJbtUTttSCnU'nW

wood to get warm, and it really is not as
hard as I opposed, though I only try
small sticks or some which cut easily- The
worst trouble, there is no one to grind the
About al! the help I can get is from the
ax.
One of the summer colony
summer friends.
brings my mail; another helps roe in various

A&Dcrttetmtnt*.

j

NERVOUS
PROSTRATION

ways and even cuts wood sometimes, though
I don’t like to have him do that, for he has
enough to do without helping me.
Hiram Blake has two late guests-ladies.
They will get the cream of the summer,
They are wise to come at this time. Most of
the others are gone. The two hoys who won
Amherst
are at
races at Bluehill, July 4
have
made
Cape Rosier
college. They
their home since they were small boys, and
though this is a part of Brooksville, Arthur

May be Overcome by Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound This
—

Letter Proves It.

West Philadelphia, Pa.—44 During the
thirty years I have been married, I have
_

.....

been in bad health

until it
seemed as if the
organs in my whole

prostration

worn

a well woman
I can now
me.

all
ana

Buvwe

an

people

finally
persuaded to try
I’inkham's
LydiaE.
Vegetable Compound said it made

out.
l

were
I wa3

suing

of
do

my housework
women

u>

try

i

Lydia E. Pinkham’a Vegetable Compound and I will guarantee they will

Motto:

The purposes of this column are succlnc y
stated in the title and motto—it Is for the mut-.*l
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the in
ter change of ideas.
In this capacity it solicits
communications, and its success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect
Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without arood reason. Address
all communications to
The American.
KUsworth, Me.

There's a hammer called Opportucity,
And when the moment comes
To clinch success or else to fail,
For each who fairly strikes the nail
A hundred hit their thumbs.
—Sent bp Vnahti.

dures it.
8. J. Y., send us the recipe for the new
beet salad you had at the reuuion. And say,
: Aunt Madge, haven’t I heard some of the
clan say something about a new VI. B. cook
book? Is there oue in the making yet?
j Weil, how fast the months are slipping by.
I have my canning done, my pickles and
jelly made, and have peeled and dried about
Have some
two or three bushels of apples.
sugar left from the preserving for 1 took advantage early in the summer, when they began to talk *no sugar in the fall," and got
plenty to bring me safely through the preserving season and have a little left.
Good wishes to all the aunts, uncles, sisters
and nieces of the M. B. column, and to anyone who needs sympathy, or a kindly word, I
send hearty greetings.
Ikish Molly.

|
J
j

1UICUUCU

suggests to
strike have

above,

really

One can but wonder where it will all
end, and what the victory will prove to
be

for

the^many

thousands

now

out of

work.

faith to believe we
should hear from M. A. B. .gain some
1 have

time.
can

always

1

find

had

will send you word

when you

Cape Rosier, Me.,

Sept.

condition.”—Mrs. R. M. Little.

She did not

say

cook

or more

books,

how

IU1B,

UCIU1C

me

I

especially

the

often say, “use your own
judgment.” Chicken or beef fat is equally
for your
good. Thanks
letter, Irish
Molly. It was a forerunner of the one
themselves

26.

Madge:

What do you think? I am not a Rood niece.
I know it but, oh. I think of you all so often,
and now and then 1 see a paper to make
me wish I could write often.
At present I am very much* alone.
There
has been no one in the house since last
Saturday and to-raorrow is Saturday again.
I’ve been out once and called on two neighbors. Have been expecting a man to work
but no one came.
Yesterday I thought I
would try to do some of the work myself. I
two
painted
outside
window
sashes and then took all the tacks out of
an old window screen.
I did not leave one
in, for I didn’t care to have a third row of
tacks and there had Wn two already. Am
putting on galvanized wire this time. Hope
it will last. It is quite impossible to get
help here.
I wonder if any of you know that a screwdriver is the very best tool to extract tacks.
I have hammers, and a tack hammer, but I
And my screw driver the
only tool which
will take all the tacks out. I also use one to
take the covers off from jars and cans. If
you have never tried it, better do so.
I sit aud sew sometimes until I get so tired
and nervous and cold that I go out and chop

have

been

so

was so

glad

to see

Molly brought in some doughnuts
to my John, made by
Ellis’ recipe, with
brown sugar,
and he pronounced them
very nice.

She is indeed

friend

a

in

need

I have been waiting, S. J. Y., patiently, to
see if the guest who came with us that day
of the reunion would cot say something for
our column.
And, S. J. Y., who was it, you
or A. M. Y.» who was going to send that beet
relish? We are looking for it.
I had a card from Aunt Maria. She knows,
without telling, how much we miss her when
her smiling happy face is not there.
I send my sincere sympathy to those who
have recently lost friends both in the clau
and out of it. And love and best wishes to
all M. B.'s.
“Vi.” is with me. so 1 hope soon to get out
autumn
weather.
again in this lovely
Ever the same,
Jknnik.

We are very glad you
ing Jennie.

improv-

are are

sympathy is extended

Those to whom

in these remembrances of those who have

experienced losses
will
and

in

include this

the

week

family circles,

our

four sisters

Littie.
Aunt Madge.

Lawrence Varnum and
Perkins of

Skowhegan

wife and
in

were

Miah

town last

Eddie Bowden, who is employed at Augusta, is at home for a few days.
Mrs.
of this
vieve

Manning Perkins,
town, visited ber niece, Miss Genea

Allen,

Lisbon Falls

last

week.

former resident

She

returned to

Friday, accompanied by

Miss

Allen.

'StDrmsnuous

Those who read

plant

CONQUER WEAKNESS
by keeping

your powers of

resistance at highest peak.
as natural for

It is

Scoffs Emulsion

strengthen as it is for your
food to nourish the body.
If you would conquer weakness- increase your resistancetake Scotfs Emulsion often.

to

Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

19-7

owned

by

interested to know

Mrs.

Urge that

so

friends with

account of the lemon

an

Mrs.

pie

Harry

that

Green will be

one

lemon grew

Green served

Lord, wife and son, of Skowhegan, Elmer Lord and w ife, Mrs. Mildred
Staples, Stella and Evelyn Lord of RockMaurice

land and Clifton Lord of

Waterville,

reunion.

Sept.

C.

29.

When baby suffers with eczema or some
itching skiu trouble, use Doan’s Ointment.
A little of it goes a long way and it is safe for
children.

60c

a

box

a*

all stores.—Adrt.

food your body needs.
For
greatest nourishment and finest flavor,
use

FLOUR
WHITCOMB, HAYNES,

it

in

& WHITNEY

LOW SALARIED
SUFFER MOST
Labor

Dtpartment Compiles

your

home.

Sta-

tistics in Cities That Show

Expenditures.
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Mrs. Holden will leave ;*»*■• jn
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with litre
Mrs. Margaret- Bed dons,
laughter Josephine, left Friday to* the
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home her husband hts parchaww
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White
Mountains and into C*
before going to New York for th wi.
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Mr*
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>rob«My retain bis office in th*» Odd
Fellows block.
Harmon

Rmote**i, Tfv’t thU heartfelt
tatn»t
f
or ay nip r;>y h» transmitted t«> tr ****/
>

of

at-deceases

ue

command

"Sr

token «.f nor
that iptiui

a* a

them

*o

That oar charter h
thirty days,
c
titi.-ua priced -n our r»..
one
nt to Tti# Ellsworth
idb.ic.; io:«.
AVso/tTW,

,!'4P^V

rt»un)ii<# f
react

^

lot

’!•'

I t
Cartnelita, w ho h-.
Bar Harbor, where a*'- i
on the nurses' staff to he wish her mother
! «ve
in h< r t-s «ng affliction. Tl y
t ».*•
sincere *•> rn pa thy of m host <f frit..
<• «
who knew and loved the gents
i..r.
the h

FOOD AND RENT COME HIGH
The

Lower Your Salary the Greater
of It You Spend for
Food and Shelter, Say In-

’al

m

He married, before
tu*
going to re
t
dentistry in California, M s- Grace
of Seal Harbor. Th tio iy
J te brought
home for interment.
Oct. *5.
SPE/c*.

George B. Roberts of Wi -',r
Thursday, at the home of be r <! >«i.

Mre.
ter,
Mrs.
her

of

Portland,

Washington.—The lower your salary,
percentage of !t you spend
t*T food and shelter,
according to the
’atest government cost of living Investhe greater

tigation.
Tables compiled by labor departn ent experts after
study <»f hundreds
of family budgets show the actual cash
outlay for food and rent Is greater in
families with the higher incomes, hut
in the average family the
expenditures
for these necessities does not increase
as fast ns the Income.
In Baltimore, for instance. 13 families with incomes under $900 averaged
expenditures of $382.95 for food and
*120.44 for rent. The average was 46.5
per cent of the total income for food
aih1 14.0 for rent. The families whose
incomes were $2,500 or more, however,
average 13.,5 per cent less for food in
comparison with total income and 11.5
less for rent.
Showing how much more cheaply
the higher-salaried families get oft in
“ther rities are these differences:
Pittsburgh, food 15 per cent, rent 7.5
P»r cent; New York, food 6.7 per cent,
rent 7.7 per cent; Boston, food 4.9
pt*i cent, rent 5.2 per cent; Syracuse,
food 4.3 p»*r cent, rent 19 per cent;
Scranton, food 3.7 per cent, rent 6.4
per cent
spending Varies.
families of tarjrlng income* I
spend them is indicated by table* i
showing average expenditures of different groups for Philadelphia and
Camden, N. J. The table deals with
expenditures of 301 families of seven
different income groups.
Four families whose incomes were
under $900 a year averaged per year
fot food $365.40; clothing, *100.87;
rent. $170.25; fuel and light. $83.01;
furniture,
miscellaneous.
$15.22;
$100.52.
The average total expenditure per family was $821220, and the
average number of persons per family
4.3.
Three families in this group reported surpluses which averaged $24.33
per family, while one had a deficit of
$157.35.
Seventy-five families with Incomes
of $1,500, lint under $1,800, reported
expenditures that averaged for food
$583.80 ; clothing, $273.53; rent, $200.04;
fuel
and
light, $75.06;
furniture,
$70.92; miscellaneous, $310.60. Total
expenditures
per
family averaged
$1.535.77 for an average number of 4.7
persons per family. Sixty-two families
ended the year with an average surplus of $125.03, nine experienced an average deficit of $103.81, while four balanced their books evenly.
Study Many Cities.
Eleven families with an income of
$2,600 or over averaged in their expenditures for food. $914.42; clothing,
$470.39; rent, $250.36; fuel and light.
$95.10; furniture, $127.33; miscellaneThe total average exous, $664.31.

family was $2,527.89
for an average family of 7.6 persons.
All families reported a surplus. The
average surplus was $409.52.
Similar studies have been prepared
by the labor department for groups of
representative families in Baltimore,
Boston, Bridgeport, Buffalo, Chambersburg. Pa.; Hover, N. J.; Fall River,
Mass.; Johnstown, N. Y.; Lawrence,
Mass.; Manchester, N. H.; Newark,
N\ J.; New York city, Pittsburgh,
Portland, Me.; Providence, R. L; Rutland, Vt.; Scranton, Syracuse. Trenton,
Westfield, Muss.; and Wilmington,
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No ache

rational treatment for headache is to get at the cause, if
possible, and ream*
‘feadacoc is only a symptom of trouble somewhere in the
system, and dosiaz
with tablets or powders containing acctanilid or other
coal-tar derivatives which
the
but
stop
weaken the heart, is at once unsafe and unwise. The
pain temporarily
headache may come from your eyes, then a good oculist can
help
you at once with proper eyeglasses; but if it comes with furred
tongue, loss of appetite, nausea, and constipation, it is usually the
result of disordered digestion, or torpid liver, and one or two doses
of
L. F. At wood s Medicine will
speedily help you by carrying off imthe
puritiesand restoring
clogged digestive organs to their normal
activity. In using this old reliable remedy, you take no chances of
weakening the heart’s action. You are not getting rid of your headache for a day or two. you are getting at the cause of illness
and
creating a permanent improvement.
For sixty years it has proved a safe and reliable
standby for sick
headache. Large bottles, small dose, fifty cents at any dealer's.
The “L. F.” Medicine Co.. Portland, Maine.
it.

*1%

now

How

who spent
rb..r,

!!fi*to;t aful

Ralph

Proportion

vestigators.

Ki

c

d

Mrs. Hugh ’orland. in thi- p.*«-.
h
Roberta was in the
\«
She leave" five
and !\<
age.

daughters—Forrest

F

lisi-

BUCKS PORT.
died

penditures

William Tell
make

vis-

ited their parents, E. C. Lord and wife,
recently. They came to attend the Lord

a

and

eight

made from one-half.

Eat More Bread
It's

Strength

as

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.

To my Dear AT. B. Sisters:
1 am not dead yet, bat have been pretty ill,
and am sitting up in bed with pillows behind
me, trying to say something.
Well, thank the good Lord that He let me
get well enough to attend the reunion, anyway, and I did enjoy it so much; but would
have enjoyed
seeing all the clan there.
Would Aunt Madge’s house hold us all?
Well, I think she and Uncle Madge would
have made room, if they had put us up stairs

Supt. W.

Bridgewater,

Oldtown. and Mr*

f

r

r-n

The sad newt of the ckm el Dr. t
< .»
E. Freeman of S n Diego, O
.*•..toe
day, Sept. 28, came with ensuing
to hi- mother.
rs. Fmll>
Freeman, io
his brother Arthur, who »* in Barg r,

glad

Irish

pie recipe.
cooks

cellar, they would

ail.

Mrs. Peters, and must
say to ber, through the column, that Florence
M. of Bar Harbor has been to see me twice
since I have been ill, and if you had been
here we would have had tea, even if I were ill- j
1 suppose Aunt Madge has heard that Aunt j
Sue had devious troubles trying to get to the j
reunion from Bar Harbor.
She wrote me j
soon after.
About a mile out of Bar Harbor,
au inner
tube burst on their car, and the
ladies got out to walk while the Johns went
back to get a tube. They came on agaiu and
took their ladies in, hut before getting to
Salisbury Cove, had another blow-out, and
then the rain came down, as we know. So
they‘ate their lunch elsewhere, and made
themselves content. But, Aunt Sne, we spoke
of you many times and wished you and your
John were there.

Httl

as

down

to see us

there should

much, but

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Caribou, George

timer ol

'nv

and to his sister
and

Held,

Brooklyn. N. Y.

Creates

yiflOl

that follows:

me.

Dear Aunt

IU U.CHUUU

have been butter in the mince

that many who are on
“hit their thumbs.”

me

to help me Vinol restored my health and strength and I
it to anyone sufrecommend
heartily
fering from a nervous, run-down

Cleveland, Ohio.
I keep house for my husband and
myself and got into a weak, run-down
condition, no strength, languid and no
ambition. After doctoring for awhile
and getting no better 1 tried Vino!
and to my surprise it built me up and
strengthened my whole system. It
is certainly a good tonic. ’’—Mrs.Wm.
D. Dawson.
"

CHARLES E ALEXANDER, Druggist, and Druggists Everywhere

rope. Good exercise, too.
Ellis, I have tried your recipe for browu
sugar doughnuts. I lost no time after getting my paper Wednesday night and reading
it. The next morning I got out my kettle
aud made some. They are flue, none better.
Aud to Grandma Disable, I want to say the
same thing,
iu less than twenty-four hours
after reading your mock mince pie recipe, I
sampled your pie—no, my pie. Your recipe
it is all right. 1 be pie was better than aDy I
had eaten before that, but, iike Aunt Madge,
1 added butter.
Jennie is ill; been in bed several weeks. I
can't say she enjoys very poor health, for I
don't think she does enjoy it, but she en-

Grandma Disable told

HERE IS PROOF

had' failed

cines

that way.

Sept. 27,1919.
Dear Mutualt;
Doesn’t it seem good to see this glorious day,
with Its bright sunshine and bracing air? I
just feel like getting out and runniug the
road aud jumpiug the rope. Ah, do I shock
some .of the clan?
Well, I am sorry, but
once, a long time ago, i used to jump the

“Helpful and Hopeful.'

verse

The Grundy family of Virginia, who
recently purchased the Prenti<a cott-ge.
which they have occupied since July 1,
left for home Oct. 2.

_

"ACST »AD«E"

That word “strike” in the

War conditions have made the demand upon a
In their zeal
mother’s time and energy unlimited.
for
their
loved ones, they
to do all in their power
continually overwork and are soon in a nervous,
run-down condition. Vinol, the non-secret cod liver
and iron tonic, will build you up and make you

Love to all,
M. A. B.

Iflutual iSmcfit Column.

Its

return

,

--»

Tired, OverworkedMothers
What You Need is Vinol i

Whitman, Man.
411 suffered from a nervous, rundown condition and loss of strength
so it was hard for me to pet around
and do my work. After other medi-

are

—

---rr—-r-rr—

strong.

gone.
Last year, I went away early, but it is so
beautiful here now, and 1 find so many things
done, I decided to stay
that need to be
awhile. You ought to see the fleet of boats
hauled up for winter on my point. One
beach is covered with them.
1 came through Bluehill in May when I
came from Ellsworth, where I visited about
If I knew in what part of the
a month.
village Aunt M. iives. 1 might be near aud
see her sometime, for it is quite likely that
I may

derive great benefit from it”—Mrs.
Frank Fitzgerald, ?5 N. 41st Street,
West Philadelphia, Pa.
There are thousands of women everywhere in Mrs. Fitzgerald’s condition,
suffering from nervousness, backache,
headaches, and other symptoms of a
It was n
functional derangement
grateful spirit for health restored which
led her to write this letter so that other
women may benefit from her experience
and find health as she has done.
For suggestions in regard to your condition write Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass. The result of their
40 years experience is at your service.

SUITED BT

!

rather objected to being reported as coming
from any place but Cape Hosier. His winter
Y., where his
home is iu Brooklyn, N.
father’s family is at present. That is why
it is so lonely here because all the summer

I and nad several attacks of nervous

body

j

ind Wilbur o(

COUNTY NEWS

as

h

0&

And more important
You can’t be
•surprised. You will be prepared for the
—and
that
unexpected guest
day (and there
are many) when
you simply have not had I
time to prepare anything.
—

SUPERBA

Canned Goods assure exa diversified chci.e of#|
Vegetables, Fruits and Berries.
Sold by the SERVICE dealer ia your

ceptional quality:

^crj

neighborhood.
Milliken-Tomlmson Co.,
Portland, Maine
SUPERBA on the Label:
SUPERB for your Table.
*

119

.***

The very birds

upon the trees
such
sentiments
as these
Repeat
The very finest winter wheat,
In Town Talk Flour is what
you eat.”

Milled

on

Honor—Ideal for

Every Baking

per

Del.

Teach Children to Be Kind.
It has been truly said that any person who deliberately tortures a dumb
mini si would commit any crime not requiring courage. Teach children kindness to animals.

TOWN TALK FLOUR
What Delicious Cake!”
“My!
SHE used

FLAVORING

EXTRACTS
Etc.
VANILA- LEMON or ORANGE,
Exceptional atrength and quality. Economical.
"A little goeaalong way." Premiumcoupon e
T 4c K
package. Your favorite dealer sella
Thurston ?c Kingsbury Co.,

Bangor^W^^^^

uourrusrmtms.

CtiJXTY

vNatban Young, Mrs. E. B. Eddy. It wa*
voted
to open the library for
three

NEWS

months

WEST GOULD8BORO.

CAST8RIA

Viania Smith, who has been
visiting Mrs. J. S. Bragg in Winter Harbor, is home.
Mrs. Atnauda Lewis and Miss Ella H.

Bears the

Signature

Promotini5D«c^n

Thereby
Cheerfulness andRestG*®®
neither

A helpful Remedy 8*

^ConslipntionaadDiarrtwe*
and
Feverishness

Loss OK SLEEP
resulting iherefrog^inlnfancy
Facsimile

Signature

GOKMW[he CEsrr.oe"

NEW YORK-

TM« OINTtun COMPANY.

NEW TOR*

is able to be

up.

Nathan Young, who has been employed
Bar Harbor during the summer, is
home.

Walter Fernald is putting a foundation
house of Pearl Coombs.

William

Gardner and

c a

Henry Hardison and Eugene Orcutt
were in Bangor
Friday and Saturday.
Miss

week.
(

Harry Hardison w as here
and Cbauncey Hardison
Sunday.
Mrs. Ella
her

son

Smith,

daughter

who has

Northeast

at

from Lewiston
from

been

Harbor,

ho

war

package
during the war

c a

Package

Bangor
visiting
and

her

5

Brooklin, has returned home.
Charles Smith,
wife
and
daughter
Valerie, ana Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm of
Northeast Harbor spent several days here
at

NOW

last week.

wife,
A party of high school students
spent
visiting Mrs. Nellie I. Wooster, the week-end at
camp “Bonne Foi,”
returned to Calais Monday.
East brook.
They were chaperoned by
W. C. Pope and wife and Madam
Pope, Mrs. Effie Dinsmore.
w

package
before the

c a

§

John Coombs and John Williams were
Seal Harbor a few days last

have

have spent the summer at their
cottage here have returned to Philadelphia.
Mrs. Fannie Tripp, who has been employed
who

by

Mrs.

The

Pope,

returned to Steuben.

annua)

All

wondering

are

night

THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

if

the party who
clotheslines here last Monday
favor (?) the community

visited the

intends to

with another call.

meeting
Village
Miss Adah Savage, who has been our
Library association was held last Wedefficient superintendent the past year,
nesday evening. The following officers
left Thursday for Washburn, where she
were elected:
President, John Jones; has a
position as “teacher’s helper.”
Mrs.
Etta
vice-president,
Chick;
Galen Orcutt and wife have gone to
Mrs.
Mildred
secretary,
O’Reilly;
treasurer, Edwin K. Merritt; trustees, North Jaj*, where they have taken a
Grace Soderboltz, E
B. Eddy,
Mary boarding house. They were accompanied
Noyes; directors. Mrs. Alpheus Kingsley, by Pearl Coombs, w ife and daughter.
Mrs. Lewi
Oct. 6.
Echo.
Bunker, Mrs. John Jones,
of

the

ibUmiunrtfuis

NORTH LAMOINE.
Samuel

Frost of Mariaville is at Roland

Carter’s for

Paper Printed At
The American Office
Butter

Best quality Red Lion water-proof and qrease-pr.of vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially made i-ntter paper ink to
oomph
with new law
There is cheaper paper on th m irket; none better.

Price, including paper hnd special printing:
•>00sheets pound size, *2.'2 : na!I-pound size, $2 00
.
1000
o.r.o;
3.00
'•

from Surry

been

CtTf.

*

at home

under the

*-•

in

CASTORIA

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

was

week-end.

here from

Mrs. AbbyH. Taft and Mrs. Clara Hill
attended the music festival in
Bangor.

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

Mm Smi

OsnfirdSaMr
fiMrryrrrn fhr*r

for the

ner.

Kenneth Keith is visiting his sister,
Mrs. Alpheus Kingsley.

AxittSrrd

L.

Eugenie Coombs has returned from
her season’s work at Northeast Harbor.
Mrs. Norman Smith has gone to Boston
to visit her daughter, Mrs. Fred Holder.

ill,

of OidDcSXfl a/mXK
\
\
Alx Sr mm
I
AtrkfUr SJtt

Pumpltn

Clark

Mrs. Nellie I. Wooster
pleasantly entertained a party of ten
young people
Saturday afternoon. Delicious refreshments
were
served.
Mrs.
Wooster
was assisted by her
daughter, Mrs. Gard-

Miss Susie Eddy, who has been
seriously

Mineral.

nnd

visiting here, have
home in Bteuben.

Sept. 29.

Opiam.Morphliienor
Not Narcotic

after-

librarian

as

yachting.
Lloyd Dunham

Mrs. Busan L. Apollonio'and daughter
Mary, who have spent the summer here,
led Monday for Boston. Miss Elsie Ashe
accompanied them.

Always

Rc^ul*^

Grace

WEST FRANKLIN.
Claud Clark is at home from his season’s

have been

returned to their

PER CENT.

nnlat '*"5 UicFood by
a
tintjUveStonnchsand Bonets

who

Saturday

Mrs.

Miss Grace Simmons.
Oct. 6.

Mrs.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
s,

Gardner and wife of Calais
guests of their mother, Mrs. Nellie J.

L"«is,

and

for the rest of the
.year. A vote of thanks was extended to
Mrs. E. E. Soderboitz,
Mrs. Clark and

Wooster.

For Infants and Children.

^ALCOHOL-3
As
Avertable Preparation for

will act

William R.
are

Wednesday

noons, from 2 to 6.

Mrs. Eugene Sanborn of
Coneord, N.
H-. is
visiting relatives in town.

'36farrti*fmrnt8.

OVER-EATI

w

it tho root of nearly all digestive
evils. It your digestion if weak or
out of klltsr, better cat lest and use

ployed

a

few

days.

John Carter of Seal Harbor
eek-end visit to relatives here.

made

a

Miss Gladys Carter, who has been emat Northeast Harbor for the sum-

mer, is home.

the

KHIQ1DS
aid

to better digestion.
h’ ’"—effective. Let
help straighten out your
digestive troubles.
new

Plea*.v.t

to

Ki-rri' iJ.£

MADL B> SCOTT Jt OOWNE
MAKERS OP SCOTT'S EMULSiCN

Edward Gilpatrick has recently closed
deal
a

a

ith Dr. Morrison of Bar Harbor for
tract of standing
lumber.
William
w

Harden’s null from Bar

Harbor has

been

engaged to manufacture it. It w’as moved
here last week, and w ill begin operations
at once.
This will employ quite a crew
of men through the w inter.
Oct. 6.

Y.

..*.—

COUNTY NEWS !

Then and

Now.

“Thirty years ago,” said the

THE FALLS, HANCOCK.
Mrs. Adah Lord of Bar Harbor is visiting her parents, Henry Kief and wife,

man

who had traveled to the end of the
ear til and most of the way back, “I
started out, alone, unaided, without
friends to
me along, with the inj Mrs. Martha Kief is visiting her parents, tention of help
John Marshall and wife, at Franklin
making the world pay me
the living that it owes me. My only
Road.
Charles Hass and wife of Bar Harbor allies were a dollar bill and a determination to make a million more. Towere week-end guests of Mr. Hass’
aunt,
day (and he threw out his chest proudMrs. Lottie Kief.
iy) I still have the determination and
Mrs. Alvira Murphy, who has been vis- I
!
fifty cents In change.”
her
iting
parents, Henry Kief and wife,
has returned to Portland.

iathrrtisnnnUB

pleasant event w’as the social given
the Falls schoolhouse Friday evening
by the friends and neighbors of Frank
Goodwin and wife, who have lived here
for nine years and are now
moving away.
Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin were
presented
with a
beautiful lamp.
They expressed deep appreciation for the kindness shown them.
A

at

Sept.

29.

PROFIT BV THIS
Don’t Waste Another

U.

Don’t

SURRY.
Lina Gray is visiting here.
Mrs. N. J. Kane is visiting in Lawrence,

Miss

Day.

When you are worried by backache;
By lameness and urinary disorders—

! medicine.

experiment

with

an

untried

Follow Ellsworth people’s
example.
Use Doan’s Kidney Pills.
I Mass.
Here’s Ellsworth testimony,
Robert Haskell of Brewer recently visj Verity it it you wish:
ited his uncle, Leon Haskell.
Mrs. S. E. Chapman, 10 Hancock
street,
Mrs. W. S. Wilder and daughter Rachel says: “I Lave suffered a great deal from
have returned to Newton Center, Mass.
kidney trouble. My kidneys have acted

|

Ella Lee, after her vacation at Mrs. irregularly and I have had inflammation
of the bladder. I have had trouble w
ith
has gone to Bangor for
back when X
the winter.
stooped over. I have had
j my
to rely on Doan’s
Kidney Pills, pr cured
Leon Lord has gone to
Soraervillle, Mass., from E. G. Moore’s
Drug Store, for relief,
for a few days. He expects to find ema8
| 1 nothing else seemed to help my case.
ployment in Massachusetts.
Mrs.

Sarah

Phillips’,

Bept.

30.

L.

ney

NORTH HANCOCK.
J. A. McKay

was

Rome from

thing others suffering with kidney
trouble will do well to
give Doan's Kid-

Calais

Sunday.

Pills

a

trial.”

I rice 60c at
e3k (or

all dealers.
Don’t simply
kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kid-

a

Harold N. Stewart and wife of Auburn ! ney Pills -the
the proud parents of a son. Mr.
had.
Foster
j
Stewart formerly lived here.
Buffalo, N. V.
j
Charles F. Graves and wife, of
Bangor,
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Graves’
parents, John Marshall and wife.

same

are

Roy

E.

McKay,

borit
Kill

Start

an

Big

Fire

BANISH CATARRH

PLAN NEW HONOR FOR HOOVER

Autumn Chill!

Belgians Collect Money to Give Him
Work of Art Symbolizing
Achievements.

Breathe

Hyomei for Tw.» Minutes and Relieve

Stuffed

t'|» Head.

OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

PERFECTION

want to get relief
in the head or from an

from catarrh, cold
the shortest time hreathe irritating cough in
Hyomei.
It should clean out your head and
open up
your nose in two minutes and allow Jvou to
breathe freely.
Hyomei often ends a cold in one day. and
brings quick relief from snuffles, hard crusts
1J°8e’ hawking’
uu,:
catarrhaL
mucus

Next week is Perfection “Chill-Chasing
Week—see the big display and demonstration at your dealers.

5U

Chapman
Mfgrs.,

If you

Use a Perfection Oil Heater—saves all the muss and
bother of starting a big fire—kills the shivers on chilly
mornings and evenings. Save your coal for cold weather.

STANDARD

Co.,

his

to

a

Mrs.

who

spent his vacation
parents, J. W. McKay and wife,
returned to New York
Wednesday.
Oct. 6.
with

that

Mil burn

OH Heater,

London.—Some time ago the king of
the Belgians conferred on Herbert C.
Hoover, the founder and first president
of the commission for relief in Belgium, the title of “friend of Belgium.”
To commemorate the conferring of
this unique title, the Belgian order of
St. John of Jerusalem has opened a
subscription for the purpose of offerlug Mr. Hoover an address, and also
a
work of art symbolizing the life
which
tlifs American managed to
maintain in the oppressed country
during the German occupation. The
Belgian army Joined in the movement
and each unit has sent a subscription.
The contribution from the army alone
is more than $3,500.

Hyomei is made chiefly from a soothing,
healing antiseptic oil. that comes from the
eucalyptus forests of inland Australia where
Catarrh, Asthma, Bronchitis, Tousilitis, Influenza, Pneumonia and Consumption were
never
known

to

exist.

Hyomei is pleasant and easy to breathe.
a few drops iuto the hard
rubber
inhaler, use as directed and relief is almost
certain.

Just pour

A complete Hyomei outfit,
including inhaler and one bottle of Hyomei, costs but
little at Charles E. Alexander’s and
druggists
everywhere. If you already own au inhaler
you cau get au extra bottle of Hyomei at
J

druggists.

CHICHESTER

S PILLS

THE DIAMOND BRAND.
Lndteo! Auk your llrusirlif. Tor
Cht-cheo-ter’s RlnmoadBruui
IM1U in Red and Gold
-t :lU
boxes, sealed with IV. .e K, ,on.

a

*

>

Take

other
liuv of your
As: ..rtdl •.* H**..rV'RNtf
DIAMOND BRAND PILI.M, for S&!
years known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable
no

JJrnmiat.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

£ he t£llstt)ortl) American

MAY

Will You Be One
Of AMillionVfetien
lb Secure Members for
TU American Rk! Cross

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORH. MAINE
HANJOCK COUNTY PUBLISH IN

<•

CO

In

J

HUBSCEIPTtON PRICE.
Strictly in Adv»nre)
Oneye.v.fl.50
(Six mouth*
*ur

TRUTH

IN

OBITt AK\

LEGEND
MRS.

of "Enchanted Table"
New Mexico Seems to Bear Out
Story Long Believed.

lnve*«igation

w. H. Titos, Editor sod Mtnur-

F

BE

TS
month*. .50
Three Mouth* ...»
Sirsle Copies.M

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

Now

LifiHisci

Volunteer Now AtYout

Chapter t'ieodquarters |

Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

Third Red Croca Roll Call
November 2-11

I KDN'ESDA V, (K'TOkER 5. U1H

Tuesday. Nov. 4, is the date tentatively set for the opening of toe
special session of the Maine leg:.,

~r.
OOt’STT IMMIHir.

latu:e.

Keewayden lode*. K. of P., of Bloakill.
OUt ngui.bsd-service fl»g
■
It gave to t!M service a larger percentage of Its members than any other
Pythian lode* in the State.

T'n:* is '‘Thrift Week” in New E glan
The people are appealed to to

dmftn

aid iu the national thrift campaign now
ben. ; conducted to teach the benefit*
derived from thrifty living, the inof

vestment

their savings in inch
government securities as war savings
stamps and treasury savings certificates. Simultaneously, thiB concerted
practice of thrift, which is sure to
result if the people co-operate in this

Bockaport,

An Isolated butte rising out of a vast
In the vast Southwest—a flntI hill 430 feet high and with
t",
sides *n m-arly vertical that for many
centuries It was supposed to be hnpele«»ly climb-proof, is one of the most
Interesting of the natural wonders of
tb
port of the United States.
Many attempts to climb the "Enf»
.) Talile" or “Mesa Encantada,"
ns the first Spanish settlers called It,
have been made, but Indian superstltlot has attributed their failure largely to a supernatural Influence that
Uence the name
ha’Ved the ascent.
“Enchanted."
A
r.iinc to the Indian legend, the
tv
which is three miles northeast
of tin
well-known A coma pueblo. In
New Mexico, was very anciently the
A fright*ife of a prehistoric village.
ful storm carried away part of the
re.
and with It fne rocky staircase
w!
h off.red the only path of access
to the summit.

born on December 14, 1840, and
nineteen years of age became
the wife of
dipt. Greenly Smith. Two
sons were born to them- George
Porter, !
who for many years was chief engineer on
the Maine Central railroad boats, and

recognition

tion back

once

Far

sense.

more

this

to

a

Tnc

beard

wide

ia

tbat
or

tbe

tbree

roadway should
wider. It ia

feet

enough lor care to paaa aafaly, but
lor paaaitig at high apeed.

little cioee

sends

tbe crack three-masted
Ashing
schooner. Arthur V. 8. Woodruff, in
w hich he. some yaara ago. made several
to
the
Urmnd
Banks. The
voyages
schooner was built for Uapt. Thomas M
Nickerson of Bucksport, and for many
cerning

!

baudry.”
THRIFT "WEEK.

:

sbe
years waa owned principally there
is now commanded
by Capt Chades
Kd wards, and arrived a few days ago at
New Bedford, Mass.,
from a whaling
voyage. She brought in Mi) barrels ot
sperm oil and four pounds of ambergris,
her calch for a little over a year amounting lo about f33,OX). With her arrival n
port, it is stated that there it not now a
whaler cruisiug on any sea, a condition
tbat has not existed before in over one
hundred years.

abound r;-:, vobld
WITH THE AMEBH

Mayor

Hagerthyof Ellsworth.

BED CROSS.

In accordance with the request of the
savings division of the Treasury Department in New England, and with a desire

‘

In Serbia.
-AkSk.

to promote the economic welfare of the
community to encourage all measures

pending thereto, the week of October 6
of the current year is
designated and -.at
apart as Thrift week.

iliving

mind the extravagance of the
which can only be offset by
p.'oiuction and Baving-, it is
urged tbit this wee’; be ob-

m

last four
increased

ears

earnestly
served in

a

practical way by concentrating

thoughts and
■&.
energy on the
country 8 needs for thrift and industry, ^
8
and joining ill
national thrift movement |
in order that everything pos.'blc be done 1
to reduce the high cost of living and to,
increase all earilaap, and that the people
j
may uoder*t~fcd th$ yalue and necessity
LtoTsfrUte ifl^eatments.
our

Given

at

Ellsworth, Oct.

Alexander C.

1,19i9.

Haqerthy,
Mayor..

j

XBou^i) MW6BL6
WITH THE AMERH

;J£ED CROSS.,
In Roumania.

As far bark as the first winter of
the war, the Red Cross sent to S bin
a sanitary commission that e.Te< ; vely checked the scourge of typhu», hui
after the United States entered tht*
conflict, the Red Cross was able, li*
August, 1917, to send a full coramlssion that carried on extensive relief
operations amen? the suffering refugees of the tortured nation
Hospitals were established, the refugee* fed,
clothed and riven medical attention,
the army supplied with much needed
Soon after the entrance of the
dental treatnvmt, fn'-m machinery, and
Unit i S... s in the war the successes
seeds provide ’, to help :1
S«*rbs re
of the Centrai Powers In Roumanta
deem their land to productivity, and,
had r- need that country to a most
not least, measures undertaken for the
tragic condition and in the summer succor of the
The terrible
children.
of 19JT, the American Red Cross descondition into which these helpless vicpatch! its first Roumanian relief tims of the war had f.
-r
v>11
Two hospitals were at
conti:
t.
portrayed by this photograph o* a
once taken over and operated by the
little Serbian girl wearlne the rags I
Red Cross, a canteen for the starving
and expression of hopeless diuuiuy
refugees established and food and
! that were all she possessed when the
clothing distributed over a large area
Red Cross came.
Transportation was one of the
toughest problems with which the Red
Cross workers in Roumania had to
Ground for Confidence.
Here is seen an oxcart used
deal.
We sometimes want to know how well a •
by the Red Cross to carry its rellel
man has done when
we are
asked for an
supplies up into the mountains.
opinion as to how well he will do.
We almost instinctively judge tb
future
by the past; this is reasoning by induction,
a process that generally leads to right con-

How’s This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hail’s Catarrh Medicine
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine has been taken
by catarrh sufferers for the past thirty-five
years, and has become known as the most
reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine acts through the blood on the
mucous surfaces, expelling the poison from
the blood and healing the diseased portions.
After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh Medicine for a short time you will see a great
Start
improvement in your general health.
taking Hall’s Catarrh Medicine at once and
get rid of catarrh. Send for testimonials,
f‘
j. CHENEY A CO., Props., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
auy case

clusions.

Certainly, it is reasonable to believe that
what Hood's Sarsaparilla has accomplished
for others it can and will accomplish for you.
provided of coarse you are afflicted in like
manner

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

has made

thousands

healthy and strong, by purifying end enriching the blood, curiug diseases of the
stomach, liver and kidneys, restoring apthat tired feeling-in a word,
petite, relievingthe
whole system, its record
by building up
of cures of blood diseases, scrofula, salt
rheum or eczema, psoriasis, pimples, boils
and other eruptions, catarrh, dyspepsia and
rheumatism

is

in

thousands

of

letters

voluntarily and gratefully written and forming a colossal volume of testimony, surety
anybody suffering from any of these diseases
is fully instilled in giving this medicine a
trial.—Aavt.

and

describe the

Bue

of

nature

was

of

one

j
|

\notber
r».

of

source

oiuii□

b

me

Bay*, id** grange,
unatinted

an

j

own

the

most

notable

near

loyalty,

service

in

me

10
grange.
ber home, she gave
and elicited tbe same

was

j
|

return.
Tbe meeting of friend and
neighbor which took place there; tbe
gathering of young life of which she was

fond; the consideration of topics ao j
vitally interesting to ber; these all made
grange days inspiring onea for her. And J
as she gave, so was it given back to her.
It seemed especially fitting that one J
life had been lived in such intimate
with nature, should, like !
ripened grain, be gathered into God’s'
whose

communion

the

harvest

time.

Her

j

life, had a beauty of its
own.
Active to tb** last, keen and vital
till the last, she slipped from earth as one
who falls asleep here to awake “beyond
the stars.*' And as though to give fitness
to it all, the day of her burial was ons of
tbe mellow
days cd autumn, wbcee
melancholy beauty brings its suggestion !
of richer days now paat.
Kev. H. B. Mathewsattended the funeraf!
service, to which the whole countryside,
came.
Mias fcrva Giles sa*£ “Beautiful

Isle

Borne where."

of

Mr*.

Smith

was

by Dr. G.
Hagertby,
*■: G. Moore, Clifton Woodward and Fred
G. Honitb.
borne

her rest

to

Btoe is survived

tioned;

by one son, already mengrandsoo,Walter, of Alexandria,

a

Va.; two granddaughters, Mrs. Harriet
Kidder, of Bcuton; Mr*. Coniine Andrews,
>f Bangor; a great grandson, L. Porter
Andrews; two brothers, John A. Jameson,
Lynn, Mass., George B. Jameson..and a
lister, Mrs.

C. fcl Cousins, both

of

I

)

J. A.

at

Sax &aU.

UOKHK

sewing machine:
SntdER
tachmente
in good

drop top, ill sb
and
condition. Mbs
Vsuii F. Royal, Rtlewortb, Me

I If.

HoUSk-The
App.y
Kilss
street.

or

Irt.

to

Whiting bouse

on Plow
Mas. 8. K. Whitimo,

to
»rth

filab street,

Jftin.ili Jbtlp fflanttS.

HOTEL HELP WANTED

:

oeedhrd

i

I

Yep. It Tehee Pmtice.
For the forty-fifth time In 12 month*
she stood et the bridal eltnr end repeated the solemn words that linked
her soul forever with that M the hand
As the minister
some men hv her side
held up his hand signaling for the aim
truffle to come forward and kiss the
bride, the handsome man leaned over
to pr* s the first kiss on her ruby
rouge*! lips.
As he did so hts foot caught m her
train and threw him off the track.
“Whattell fa big booh* earn* aa
eneourniing role* fr.on a megaphone
on the elite lines as the purring of the
camera censed.
"Now we'll has* hr
make that again
Vou'se spoiled fs«
feet of perfectly good film.*
Individual Cups foe Cows.
The Jersey herd of Ralph Halloa Is
now provided with Imlivtdusl drinking
howls. Each stall la connected with
the water system and has aa aaiomat
lc howl about ten Inches In diameter
and six Inches deep. When the cow
sticks her nose In the bowl 10 drink
she tnms the water on. and aa the
1
howl fills she raises her h.
»nd cutthe water off. Thta method avoid* has
Ing to fill the trough or breaking lee
for the cows when It la cold
Uonroe

All

*

work

hotel* a«*<1 canape during tbe aeaeon.
Tboee wlalini to secure reliable hotel foalttoo*
oho
eiwaye roll or write to the
Maiea Motsl Aonimr. new qaarters. 47 Main
street
Established ■ years. We know tbe
hotel* ann proprie.ore pertonaily. Fares paid
lunmer

v

aid

1

at J.
street

Apply

eaated

Mem

restaurant.

"
Cambridge
William
Cambridge, appoint' d executor^''

b,N

lent
dll and testament cf
siid tlrct.'
doenf q nliflcnl- .i
dale
September 9. *
Not helan a resident of the
state of
ha, appointed Roger V.
». Snow
anotv o
of11 •' ilk
I.a>
la nti
a
t II
umheriand
county, guteof Main
ia said .S;u.c VI Maine
annnan

a_._

7S
u.tj'
pi f,1*
hl!*tta

.....

M.ry E Jordan, late of Btr Harbor icounty, deceased. Herbert M. Jordin m ^
In said county, appointed .,2 *
Harbor.
j of
““»!?• appotnted «“ 8,1
the I ait **'.?
Witt and
i ‘.'irV*"
testament of aatT*?'
data
will Qq.
01 «“»'
O.

of

eaa.ew

mm.I.a-

Augo"'**

d.i»l»:

William N. Means, late of Sedgwick u
I.ncia A.
ty. deceased.
nppointed executrix of
will and
aud testament of aaid
said deceased V,*.*•*
dMeof
qualification September 2, a. d. 1919.
Amanda C. Thompson, late of EJIswapm.
said county, deceased
Clifford N
sorf of T enton. in said
county.
executor of the last will and testament
•'

JeaSrifS

cou

t°i

8mfWl5^

FOKltLMt'HI.

HERE AS Robert H. Bennett, then of
M
Eden, now Bar Harbor.county of iiaucock. State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
dated April 2, a. d. 1914, and recorded in the
Hancock county registry of deeds, book 806,
1 >7, conveyed to the undersigned. Bert
page
H. Bennett, of Bucksport,
In said county
and State, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in
the Tillage of Bar Haibor and
bout ded and descri bed as follows, o wit:
Beginning at a piece of iron pipe driver; in
the ground in the southern side of Mount
Des rt street snd at the northeast corn* r of
land of J. C. Manchester;
thence south
seventy seven (77) degrees, no minutes east,
but everywhere following the southern side
line of said Mount Desert street seveutv-oue
feet (71) nine iuches (9) to a piece of iron
pipe driven in the ground to a point where
Amory Lane intersects Mount Desert street;
thence south eight (8) decrees, no minutes
west but every where following the west side
line of said
Amory Lane tbrpe hundred
ninety one (391) feet to a piece of iron pipe
set in the ground; theme north
eighty-three
(83) degrees, no minutes west seventy one
feet (71) seven (7) inches to a piece of iron
pipe driven !n the ground In the eastern line
of said lot of said J. (\ Manchester;
thence!
north eight (8) degrees, no minutes east but ;
everywhere following the eastern line of said
lot of J, C. Manchester; thence north eight
degrees (8) no minutes east bat everywhere
following the eastern line of said J. C. Manchester, three hundred ninety * igbt feet (3S*h
to the
place of begmuing; together with all
the buildings on said lot
Being the same
premises described in warranty deed from !
Olivia J. Parker to Robert H. B« tnrstt, dated
June 11, 190s, and recorded iu book 488, page
335, of the registry of deeds for said county of
Hancock; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage boa been ami now remaius broken,
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of !
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of j
said mortgage and give this notice for that
purpose.
Best H. Hrnnktt.
By hisati'y, T. H. Smith.
Bucksport. Maine, September 25, 1919.

a..1**

aonnhUE
^

*«“■'*«toF!WE

Mim*."***'

Isabel Alexander, late of Kll.worth
in.i.
Sarah Alexanders«u
county, deemed.
K .worth, appointed execntrii
of the
will and t> .lament of .aid deceased- n.,.!
qualification .September 2. a. a. 1919. a4,tof
Sarah E. Homer, late of
Buckuport in 4
county, deceased.
Roy R

S

Holier

oV

ttf

Buckaport, a.-pointed executor
will and teatanieut of ...id deceased "rt. its!
1"!
,t0
qualification September a. a. d. law.
France! A. swage... late of Buckino, i.
.aid county, decerned
Charlotte
of .aid Buck.porl and K .tiers 8. R.Svaan,
p»r,„'o
Worcester. Ma»achueett». appointed
tor. ot the Uat will „nd
testament otwie
deceas'd, d.t. of qua.ideation Septemhe.t
"
a. d. 1*19
Said Francea S Parke
residei.t of the State of Maine, the hu *V
poinUd Albert C. gwAxey of Bucksport.
cock county, State of Maine, her acen <•
8
18
•aid S«aie of .Maine.
Charles M. Jones, a person of
ons-und
mind of Brooksxitfe, in said county
W. Jones of said
» ooksvllie.
appr i*d
Kuardiau of said Chart* s M. Jones;
qualification »*-ptenabe 9, a d. 1919.
.Sarah J. druidic, a re-son of unsound
aud
of Brookseliie,
in m\C countv
Lun h
Jones ot said Urot»k?*vi!le. appointed fa» d ia
r*f said Harah J. Grin-lie; date of qusfiJci'ioa
September 9, a. <J, 1919.
Frank L. Soper. a person of unaoond
autd
of Bar Harbor, in said cnuntv. Mu* n
said
Bar
Soper. of
iiarbor, uyntJ
guardian of said trank L. Soper; dur 0(
qualification September 16. a. d lyig
Laura H. Jones, late or i>'.K>ksvillelin»llj
James d. Jonen 01 Arcounty, dtceasra
lington. Massachusetts appointed administratoi of the eavaie of said d*c*-s*ed. date
of qualification September
a. d. 1919
Sui
being a resident of the n.»t of Main*, he
bar* uppoinieu Henry
>1. Mail <* Ellsworth,
NOTICE or roUK.Liblia.
Hancock county, State of Maine, hit wee: u
•aid State of Maine.
^HKREAB Lena fi. Moore of Ellsworth,
I>avid W. WescotL late of Canine, in Mid
ol
Hancock
i.ud
State
of Maine.
county
f>y her mortgage deed dated the sixteenth tonuly, deceased. Percy M. Wescott of uid
iay of February. a. d. »»♦, and recorded in j -astine, appointed administrator of the ettate of said deceased; date of qualification
Ihe Hancock county, Maine, ref mry of deeds,
j
t>ook 534. page2, conveyed to me. the under I September 2, a. d. 1949.
ligned. a certain parcel of real estate situa>e
Oeorge W. Haynea. late of Mount Desert,
in
Eilawortb. iu the county of Hancock.
in sakl county, decease
Fiank K. Hayart
State of Maine, aud hounded and described as
>f said Mount Desen appotmei suroum-a
follows, via.: Begiantug at the corner of
Or of toe estate
? Mai deceasto, 3a. A
Washington and Ml. Desert streets, thence iuali float ion September I, a. d 191V.
*e teriy o® Washington
street about eight
Charles Page, late of Iiucksport. In «:J
;een rods, thence at right angles
northerly i rounly, deceased
Boy W. Page if tud
ibout five ra.1t. thence-easterly parallel with
Bucitsporl. appointed administrator of the
raid Washington etreat eighteen. r* ds more
j •state of said deceased; date of qualiacstioi
»r less to Mi. Desert street aforesaid, thence :
2. a. d. 19lfk
loutheriy on Ml. Desert etre.t five rods more September
Frank: P. Alley, late of Dedham, n isiJ
•r less to the place of beginning, and con- !
decease*!.
H. Vera A ley of laid
one-half acre more or less with all | :oui.ty,
taining
Dedham, appointed administratrix < f :bee«be buildings thereon; aad whereas the cou
aie of said deceas d; date of qualification
lttiou of said mortgage has been broken and
it'.tl remains broken;
now.
ieptecaoer 9, a. d :919.
therefore, by
caaon of the breach of the condition thereof,
Pearl L. Leland, late of Trenton. .a »ai<t
claim a foreclosure of sa«d mortgage and l zouniyv. deceased.
Harry W. lelrnd or
his notice is hereby given for that purpose.
jar Hatbor. appointed administrator of the
Oscar Btaplbs.
‘suite of said ucceaseJ; date of quaiiaesuoa
By Edmand J. Walsh, his attorney
ieptern s*r 2. a. d. 1219
Dated Be pi ember 20, a. d. t*U9.
William U. Stevens, bate of Oouldsboro, is
laid county, deceased. William P. Broc*of
laid Uout**horo, appointed administrator of
he estate of .*aid deceased; date of qnsli*
Kaakrupt’a Petition for I)l»ch»r£».
lea; ton September 2. a. u 1919.
Itr the matter of
1
Bsbon i.bock stt,
At BnnJbrwpteg.
*
Dolly A1, Conners, late of Bsr Harbor. 10
Baukrupt.
laid county, deceased.
Berths K. Wtiieyof
ro the Hoc. Clarence Hale, Judge of tba Dislaid Bar Harbor, appointed admiaicratrii
trict court of the Uaited Slates for the Dis>f the estate of said deceased; date of %•*«•
trict of Maine.
ieation September 2. a. i. 1919.
CROCKETT
of
Dated at Ellsworth, it* said county. thi»
Btoninggoo,
>
in the county
of
and
Hancock.
irst day ol October, a. dk 1919.
itate of Main*.
in
said
district. respeetCtautA E. Mullah. Acting
ully represents that on the 15th day of
last
he
war.
*dfuly.
past,
duly
auder
the
udged
acts
of
bankrupt
NOTICE OP POKKCUMUBK.
Jong rest relating to bankruptcy; that he
las duly surrendered all his properly and
HKRHAs Hairuel L. Treat, Jr., of the
-ights of property, and has folly complied
tow^ formerly called Eden, no«
«
vith all tha requirements of said acts, and of
iarbor. in the county of Hancock, S.ateoi
he orders- of conrt touching his bankMaine, by bis mortgaty deed dated tebruruptcy.
try », a. d. 1W. and recorded iu tae
Wherefore be prays that he may be de>f deeds foe tbe county of Haucook, Siateot
:reed by tbe court to have s full discharge
Maine, March 1, a. d. MW, in book S'!*. P**e
trom all debts provable agaiunt his estate
SB, conven'd in mortgett.* to ine. the unde.r.'
ander said
acta, except such debts
bankruptcy
ilgned, Catherine DoyIl*. of Ellsworth, in **lJ
ta are excepted
bylaw kora such discharge.
■ouuty of Hancock, Sun of Mane, certain
Dated this Sib day of September, a. d. 1MB*
eal estate situated in said to'*u *or“i*r,'
Simon CnOOKKTT,
railed Eden, now Bar iiaroor, described to
or
Bankrupt.
laid mortgage as lollops:
“A cerutn lot
>arcel of laud situatel in that b»rt of
wruer oj
Th^rnun.
t,ou
and
»r
iden kuo «i as Bar Uaib
District or Maine, Noithkhn Division nc
Be»?inn»u*
ind described as follows, to v*tt
On this 4th day o! October, a. d. 1919, on
b mod °*
kt
the
-bawtueast
corner
west »ia
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
ormeriy of James Rimards on
sai
Ordered by the court that * heaving be had
>f Main street aud iuina scutiarly by
itreet eighay feet to a stake ou eke north »t
apon the same on the 141 b day of November, a.
wc4te:l>
1. 1919. before raid court at Bangor, in said
kf Second South street, theuct
district, northern division, at ten o’clock i-»
iecond 8c«tL a.reel six rods; tnence uortn
d ‘inc
ihe forenooa; and that notice thereof be
trlv para!tel with tb« fi»st
published in the Ellvwortb American, a dgnty feet to the sortb line of '*“1'
newspaper printed in said district northern U James licha da; tbeuce by the he
Pu‘“.
)f aaio Richards’ laud six rod* k>
iivision, and that all mown creditors, and
uther
at
>eglnuing; being al\- and the tame PreI~f0 j
persons in interest, mav appear
the said time and place, and show cause, if
iescribe t as conveyed fu the £Uiit cUi
if Catherine Doyie to SamuM C * r*r' iif
tny they hit*, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
kf even date herewith to l>i recorded.
And it is further orde.-wd by the aourt, that
>uiidincs on the Jot above descri*™
the clerk
shall send
iucjudto•'' saidwhereas the
by mail to atf
lerehy
known creditors copiee of s'aid petition and
kf aaid saor.gage have been .sad #l,‘* *7
this order, addressed to them at their places cf
rokeu. now, therefore,
by reason 01mori
-u
of saidresidence as stated.
saia oonamoi*
>reached the
-id
oonditiora oi
L»o•
Witness the
Honorable Clarence
Iia'.e.
'age, I. the undscsigneJ. Catherine
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof, :laim tuforeclosuraof said mortgage *nJ *
st Bangor in the northern division of said
bin notice for thru purpose
n„vll
Ca shkhinh Do\J*
district,on the 4th day of October, a. d 1919.
a*.
Dated at Ellsworth. Maine, this- hrst
Isabel Sheehan, Deputy Clerk.
>< October, a. d. k»l9.
IL. 8.]
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EMPLOYMENT — Braiding ruse
fo ua Is plea-ant, easy, well-paid work.
Fi>r portUralara
address Pinenan Associam, lac Eg At<t«nei W
Portland. Me.

(*V

V
M“| Jltin,.
?" "I
Hit,

...

iu#ot)on*.

dally

year around.
for Arst-class
Maine, a'so the leading

help
of hole)
HOTELkind*
reliable bote
la

•-

Wl

W.Mt ponod». 11 year*
old.
raclioally leuiid; good worker.
Address Homes Wurcr, Marlboro Me.

#or Sait

o„i,

*!.'-£?$'■[

^IMOU

lot! till.
BUM of money
Apply
•tore. Kllswortb. Me.
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late of

William
appointed
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sortk.
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omiS'•*«».

1
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garner at
j great
death, like ber

Pent.
5e* *n

pmi

and tratamem of -1
fl78.&&4 88 ! dau or nualltlctlon
September
*• Q.
N Ot
8.3U0 00 Not
in O’ a
. raeM.a.t
bein,
resident of aL.
the Slate of
appointed William
5,000 00 he haa -K-».."vu
•'■■mini
M.
h
Mll-u
3.0Bft 22
Newport Pet,on.cot county. State of
hie agent In amid State of
liaine.
•194 749 90 !
Alice Byerly. |»t. of

—

picnic.

»MS

w'KrlS?01**

°'

Applfton.
sa^”\Tur“«
Maeaachuaettr. deceased.

\I7

in

j

a*s*ssri
said State of iff*
Malue.
122
the last.“*??■
will

1191.749 00
shareholders.
428
borrower*.
141
share* outstanding
2.484
shades pledged for loans,
788
loans.
18S
L. Palmer, Bank Commissioner.

NOTH ». or

the night before ber death, into her
loved garden, to see that the cherished
blossoms were covered from the cold.
Mrs. Smith was for long identified with
tbe work of the Unitarian church, being
one of the active members of the Woman’s
Alliance. Her fellow workers recall with
tender memory that day in the season
past in which she opened her beautiful
borne to them for their annual

fir?

tor

.■

H.gal XotitM.

son

I

in ud
Maine:

'.'

■

marked characteristics,
flowers
being
particularly dear to her. One of the last
acts of her earthly life was to go with her

I

ot

wmSlJf^U
*nd lettg

n.

made

her

"

-Men K.
'lar.t-s both of said
mppolmed executors of the last
r..rnt
of itid <i»r■ >!•».
ruentof.ald
deceased; date of
Heptember ifl,
Not
of the State of
Ooor„ H. Fuller of South

a

Love

Tasks far Dsablad Fights rs.
Aa outline of the effort* of the bureau of employment of the Pennsylvania department of labor and Industry to And nullable Industrial tasks
In Pennsylvania for disabled soldiers
and sailors Is given In a bulletin Just
Issued by the dejiartment.
This hub I
letin, which may be obtained upon upplication fo the department of labor
and Induatry. at Harrisburg. analyses
by task and locality, the MAM eml.iyjpent opportunities offered by 000
employers to 00 counties, number of
plant*, kinds of firms and numbers of
o|H-nlngs in each class of employment.
One series of tables shows at what
tasks several hundred? of disabled
men are now employed by the 1*11118-1
delphla and Heading Railway company. Another chapter on “Placement
»f Disabled Soldiers and Sailors In
|
Employment" gives a general review
of the placement subject, outlining
conditions that may he expected and
methods to be employed In locating
each disabled soldier and sailor at a
specified task In Pennsylvania plants
—Scientific American.

County Appeal.

Profits.

activities of

the

lally dear to her, and she kept her
life young by its identification with
young around her.

Rat science, while disposed to be
rsdtgoas of things unproved. Is at
tb
same time Inclined to Investigation.
Hence an expedition which the
government bureau of ethnology sent
out to climb the Mean Encantada. The
party, after almost incredible efforts,
arrived upon the top.
What they
expected to find was—
! ng.
n
But. to their surprise, they
discovered, on the summit of the mesa,
plain and unmistakable evidences of
ancient occupuuep. such as ruined
walla and what they saw there afforded a measurable confirmation of
the Indian legend.

■

with

home brought Mrs. Smith to the
door, not as a casual inquirer, but as a
frieud and helper. Every story of need or
of destitution touched her generous heart,
aud no one left her door cold or
hungry.
The society of young people was espeein

a

The revolving floor In one of the
lancing cabarets mystified two young
lentenants Just hark from France and
>vldently strangers In Vew York. They
sere ushered to a table on the revolv
ng floor. Shortly afterward one of the
mldlers went to the telephone booth:
emerging about ten minutes later, he
looked nround In dated fashion, and
made several starts for the spot where
he had apparently left his companion,
but couldn’t seem to find him. “Say.
there.” he hnaklly remarked to the
head waiter.
"Dend me on# of your
boy scouts to help me find my chow
table, will youT”
"What's the trou
bleT’ Inquired the headvralter aol'clt
Busly. “I left m' friend at a table over
yonder hy the post." answerrd the he
wlldered soldier, "and now he’s d'*sp
pen red." As there were a number of
men In uniform present the head wa‘t
er suggested that the friend be paged
“That'S the Idea." eagerly re«p. ti led
“nia name's Kennedy.”
the soldier,
And In a short time the messmates
Then the existence of
were reunited.
the revolving floor was briefly vpUIn
ed to them.—Sew York Sun.

Accumulated capital.
Guaranty fund.
Bills payable.

Number of
Number of
impression
Number of
those
who
came
know
to
her
well.
upon
Number of
The whole neighborhood where she lived : Number of
1-rank
so long was her home. Sickness or sorrow I

life,

her

Tumid From Friend.

i

fitly

LIABILITIES.

"I
Mate

Rotor* K*fi(bn, late of PhUadelw*s*
.y
x.n,R.drv ed. Walter 8

RESOURCES.
Lr ns uu imwtgages of real estate. # 108,28" 44
Lo <ns on sb.^re-.
l,?luuo
Bo da.
20,000 90
Cs u.
4 Wl 46

whom, since
husband's death in 1908, Mrs. Smith
had made her home.
Seme one said, on the day of her funeral: “Mrs. Smith was an institution.”

The words

i,'
Hancock.

Orqanizkd April 31. 1*91.

deeply regretted,

was

her

In-

Capt. Leroy Plye of North Rrooklm
some interesting information con-

gratifying

Issued by

bare

a

daylight wasting—in many
respects unique in the history of legislative affairs—the g~ange has been
at the forefront, and the
victory !
achieved in the final lepeal must be
accounted one of the most note- |

Proclamation

to

have been two

common

of ail that stand to
Patrons of Hus.

new

open

na-

the

aonc-writer, baa dedicated

aa a

Mt. Deeert bridge waa thrown
traffic Friday, but the formal
dedication will not take piece until later.
It ie a band some structure, built to aland
criticism we
up tor years Tbe oaly

against

the credit of

tbe stage

her lateat eon*, “Otve Me My Old Home
her own old home town of

result
credit must be given to tne farm organizations of the country, which
have striven early and late to undo
the mischief caused by the
camouflag
ing of the clocks. In the great fight

worthy triumphs

on

Town,” to
Bockaport.

The Xational Orange Monthly credits the defeat of the “daylight wasting” law to the grange. It says:
“Daylight wasting is ended, and with
th" close of the present seaton comes
standard time and

famous

was

whose death in 1912

NTOTICF. 1> hereby given that the

Ellsworth. September 8, 1919
John F. Knowlton. President.
O. W. Taplby, HecreUry.
E. J. Walsh, Treasurer.
Directors: J. F. Knowlton, J. A. Peters,
O. W. Tapley, E. J. Walsh. T. P. Mahoney,
George S. Hagertbv. Martin L. Adams.

when but

andCapt. Charles L.,

CONDITION

Ellsworth Lo:: and Bmlditii Ass’n

iar.
She

PRO HAT*

■■•*'■

and fragrant that years
forgetfulness. Of such a
quality was the life of Sarah Smith. From
birth to death she was a resident of Ellsworth, and ail her life as maid, wife and
widow was associated with the interests
that became increasingly dear and famil-

result, the people In the village
vere cut off from the plain
below.
Th.y coaid not climb down; no help
d reach them, and they starved to
death. The only survivors were a few
who by chance were absent from the
tnesa top at the time of the disaster.
Fi -n them. It la explained, are sprung
the present-day Inhabitants of the pneblo of A coma.

“Old Jad Prouty,'* ia aon to be fnrued
in song.
Min lna Patten of Portland,
a former Bockaport ciri a bo la gaining

country.

a return to

mad*

one

ory so bright
alone can bring

pi

As

in

movement, will go a long way toward
reducing the high cost of living in
New England and the rest of the

A

|

STATEMENT OF THE

passes from the
who leaves behind a mem-

attain

earthly sphere

■

Hu'i ut ** cammunicfttionii •hosld be *4dreooed to, end ell check* end money order*
made payable to Tib Hancock Corrrr Ptr»-

and

l*pl IfatUts.
NOTICES^

SMITH.

GREENLY

H.

Donovan

a

•

copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: Isabel Sheehan, Deputy Clerk.

A true

—

Alt4 W&anUt
**.*.. -n

-ex

<

^i

to take orders among
women
or
friends sod aeifbftsia I or the genuine
caarasteed boetsry. fall Him for men. women
fciitn’ nates darning.
We pay;
Me an hoar spar# ties# or • *« a week for fail
tme
Write (».
Espenance nnne-esaery
Etoeawo
m«avwk*i
Norris- 1
Mills,

MEM

lest. Pa

In the District Court of
the District of Malae.

8hetl&nd PONIES
From $50. $75. $100 to $200
Cash or installment Plan
liltm.

C. U.

Phillips
Pony Faria, Cortiaiul, Ohio

NOTICE

\

To
the creditors of
Samuel K
Reed of
in
Tremo-nt.
the county
of Hancock
and diatrict aforesaid, a baukrupt:

hereby eiveu that en the
of
d.
October* a
1919. the
•aid Samuel K. Reed was duly adjudicated
Bankrupt; and that the firs* meeting of his
creditors will he held at my chambers, b 9
Main street. Ellsworth. Maine,
on
the
•29tb 4a> of October, a. d. 1919. at 10 a. m., at
which time the said creditors may attend,
prore their claims,
a
appoint
trustee.
i*oiib<the bankrupt, and transact such
other business as may properly come before
said meeting.
Ratra E. Mason.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth. Oct. 7. 1919
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TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
‘ikNKHlL CLERICAL, WORK.
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town
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ine Road'* at a cesksr state;.
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about
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in a
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arthe&sterly one hundred and
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1 bail dings and improvements
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thereto e by
id still remains broken, now,
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condition
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i'rfS WONDERFUL”
ARES PALMAN:

CITY MEETING.
KI Is worth

COUNTY NEWS

Contributed to Relief of

RECALLS OLD ROME

Corpus Christie, Texas.
w BBT EDEN.
At the regular meetiftg of the
city govW. W. Lunt has purchased an I
^apt.
able
to
ernment
Monday evening, Mayor Hagerman hardly
Ancient Coin of Surpassing Histhy, Aldermen Wescott, Moore, Phillips Automobile.
tan lac and now
Miss Cora Leighton has gone to
and
Fuller
were present.
FEELS FINE.
Bangor i
toric Interest.
Bolls of accounts were passed as follows: tor a few weeks.
et truth, Teniae hae driven
(he horn
Roll of accounts No. 8.
The grammar school
$4,058 83
and brought hack
begins
!
troubles
to-day.
t#.ll my
Miss Elizabeth
#,,y
now I can tackle any
Husband will supply Two
8TRBKT COMMISSIONER'S ROLL.
neth so that
Thousand Years Since It Came
uutil another teacher is
a bit of trouble doing
engaged.
Highway fund. $ 406 12
d never have
From the Mint, What a Story of
i1)b work declared Thomas Palman, 434 Bridges.
152 55
Eugene Pettee spent the week-end at
Adventures This Token
*w
sidewalk
288 8?
Winter Harbor.
'street, Lewiston, a lew days ago. Perm,
State road
Could Tell!
83 1,888 83
*bout
1,074
every
tried
remedy
Miss Gladys Richardson has returned
W.u* guess I’Te
trouble during the
TEACHERS’ ROLL. No. i.
from Southwest Harbor, where she
is tor stomach
spent
A coin 2,000 years old, which may
lliere
nothD0
he couimufaj
out iioincontinued, “but
School fund.
the summer.
$sm 00
tvrO y°»rs<
have reposed in the treasure box of
372 75
me»nv good until I began taking High school.
of
Raymond Kittredge
'sjdid a little while ago. I had been havBangor was a Roman senator, passed from hand
966 75
in town Tuesday to attend the funeral of
'■>n tec
to hand In the dice games of members
time. Every time I would
wrrible
his
Mrs.
Orand
Annie
total,
aunt,
McKay.
#8
of the Roman imperial guard, been
$8,924 41
would iorm
form and bloat

DUCJ,
‘wo^takes

— —

nvtbing gaa

*

cheat would
t0 where I thought my
awtul pains around my
Then I bad

°S

M “t
my back. These got
fflich and through
hardly able to do any
,l°bad that 1sometimes
I’d just have to
was

w

,„(i

It was voted to increase the p*y of
drivers of the Are teams to |3 a day, and
to provide for their
obtaining a substitute for at least one night off in seven.
It was voted to contribute
fluo to the

Mrs. Flora Grindle ot Bar Harbor spent
past week v ith Mrs. E. E. Sargent
and Mrs. J. Lee Fogg.
the

A

city ot Corpus Cbistle, Texas,*
recently swept by s hurricane, rendering
quit
little. I was so nervous
(swdupa
thousands homeless and causing a
l*1”
propcould hardly sleep at night and erty loss estimated at
f20.000.000. The |
I
morning came wouldn't bo tit tor contribution will be
expended under the j
I tell vou ^ suffered and some-

*thin8

1

thought my back would
time* 1 just
break.
how 1 felt when I began taking

“That’s

now my pains are all gone
Tanlac, but
lull of energy all the time. Why,
d
hard from morning till night
I can work
it at all. I can eat anything
and never feel
from gas or bloating.
without an; trouble
with me and it sure does taste
It all agrees
don’t hurt any more, my
good. My back
h»e shape and 1 sleep sound
nervejare i“
long. Tanlac ia a wonderful

[Iji

all night
to say a good word
medicine and I’m glad
(or it."
Tanlac is sold in Ellsworth by E. Q.
Harbor by West End
Jioore, in Bar
Desert by A. C. Ferpug Co., in Moon!
R. B. Stover, in
aald, in Bucksport by
Bluebill b; W. I. Partridge, tn Tremont
orO. M. Kittredge, in Brooklin by Geo.
F.Qott, in Sedgwick by Jno. W. Paris.
-Aid.

SIJLLIVAN.

Miss Flossie Hancock
guest of Miss Rena Urann.

was

the week-end

left Friday
Clifford H.
to join her husband in Waltham, Mass.
Mrs.

Mrs.

Geneva Young has re-opened her
Fay Sargent, is with her.

bouse. Her son.

Miss Julia Hanna, daughter of Postmaster G. H. Hanna and wife, celebrated
the ninth anniversary of her birth on
Saturday by entertaining eighteen young
were

played

the

on

lawn.

Ice-cream, cake and assorted rookies
the refreshments.
new

year with

Miss
a

were

Julia starts

day of happy

on

mem-

ories.

of

Sedgwick

was

in

torn last week.

visiting

are

Mrs. Leone Haskell spent
kst week in Ellsworth.

a

at

few days

Eunice Rich spent a few days recently at Mrs. Lina Cunningham’s.
Miss Helen Crocker is home from Bar
Mrs.

Harbor,

woere

9he has been

Arbutus grange voted to

ing
day,

in the

employed.
hold

Saturday evenings

the birth of

a

son,

Sept.

30.

Jeunie Blackington has returned
to her home in Portland, after a
short
*t«y with Mrs. D. W. McKay.
Miss

OBITUARY.

The neighborhood
death

of

was

saddened

by

the

M., widow’ of D. W.
night, Sept. 28. Her
place will be hard to till. She was always
ready to help in sickness and sorrow, a
great worker in church and Sunday
school, and for anything that would help
Annie

McKay, Sunday

the social

uplift

of the

community.

She bad endeared herself to all.
Mrs. McKay was Miss Annie

at the time of her fall

was

general
It was voted to have

received

M.

Kit-

A

special

a

committee

appointed

was

to

injuries

recently, when she
ultimately caused

that

her death.

Hallowe'en party at
the grange ball Friday evening, Oct. 31.

Funeral services
;

the

were

held at the

home

Tuesday afternoon, Rev. G. Mayo of BanA profusion of flowers
gor officiating.

MEMORIAL

loyalty

Elite Ashmore has gone to Bangor to
work.

Fri•

of

be

bore

bis

plainly until,

the

part
at

his

country's

call

son

Brown

a

of

Bar

native of tkis

Henry,

has

visit-

summers.

L.

Darling

Bessie

has

returned to

Brewer.

Capt. Fred
Saturday.

Eaton

great struggle,
bravely and uncomNov.10. 1918, be laid

Helen

spend the

winter with Mrs.

Jordan.

Mrs.

Frank

Goodwin

and children of

Hancock, who have been visiting at E. E.
Scammon’s, have returned home.
Oct. 6.

L.

j

AfiOUfi'D
WORLD
WITH THE AMERICAN
CROSS.
At Salonilci.

To make room for new goods will close out all Stoves,
Oil Stoves and other seasonable
goods at less than cost.

Round Oak Coal Stoves, reduced
Kineo Coal Stove,
"°od, Parlor Stove,

1
1

Franklin Stove,

$54

from

“

“

“

“

“

“

to

$40

48 to

35

24 to

19

24 to

20

Three Burner Florence Oil Stove with mantel,

o,

-Two-Burner

28 to
reduced from
from
Oil
Florence
Stoves, reduced
•

1

15.50 to
15.50 to

1

"

1

02

E-Z Seal Pint Jars, reduced from
1.15 to
“
“
Jar
.15 to
Lucky
Rings,
h
inch and ’«inch Garden Hose, reduced from
.12 and .14 ft. to

11
98f
10^
10?

many other items at low prices;

„

H.C. Stratton
Main

HARVEST BALL

Hancock Hall, Ellsworth

v

Oct. 11,1919
Saturday
Eve’g,
TIHKFTQ
'

-,r>0;

ViiUlU|.25;

war

war

tax, .05; total. .55
tax, .05; total. .30

Music by Rice’s Novelty Orchestra

<

around the globe.
One of the biggest distribution centers was at Sab*n',.:l, Greece, and in
this picture Bu'.crlan prisoners of
war are seen there unloading a Red
Cross cargo of ‘2.300 boxes from a
At the right is
French transport.
seen one of the American Red Cross
camions, Meets of which were used in
rustling relief to points where the suffering

Ellsworth

St.,

veritable mountains of relief
supplies turned out by the millions of
chapter workers during the war
made the American Red Cross one of
the biggest “manufacturing concerns”
In the world, with great warehouse
<*s of strategic points all
space at s<
The

wo-Burner Perfection Oil Stove, reduced from

iuimi

me

trust:,

ana

delivered the handkerchief to the old
woman.
She opened the corner of the
which
was
handkerchief,
knotted
tightly. and took out several coins.
Then she retired Into an inner room
and. returned, placed n small silvery
disk In the messenger’s hand, saying
It was a talisman that would mean
much to Its possessor.
The coin Is small and white, resembling a modern United States dime
In sire and color. On Its front Is a
relief of a Roman emperor, with the
"Domitlan VIII, Imp.
Inscription:
Caesar.” and several other characters
which are Indistinguishable. On the
reverse side Is what seems to be a reproduction of the temple erected In
Terusalem by Solomon. It Is worn
thin by the touch of the millions of
hands In which it must have rested.
‘‘I have no doubt that It Is genuine,”
"Rut how did It
Mr. Hlbler said.
come Into the possession of the VIIllsta bandit? Well—qulen sabe?”

givat vt.

Strange Indian Names.
Rapid City. S. l>.—A recent issue of
the Ogaln Light, the monthly magazine of the Pine Ridge Indian reservation school near here, gives some peculiar names among those listed as
students. Lizzie Shot to Pieces Is at
the end of the list. Other names include Victoria Holy Rock, Julia Afraid
of Hawk. Mary Brown Kars, Julia
Cruzy Ghost, Mercy Yellow Shirt.
Emma No Fat, Ella Red Eyes, Martin
Chase Alone, Noah Horse, John Left
Hand and Julia Stands Up. Out of 93
students attending the school only
four have French names and seven
names of English origin.

an

Egg.

Frank Lafferty, a captain of police
at Munele, once answered a call late
at night from a restaurant whose owner asked that a drunken man be taken
from the place.
“It was the strangest case of Intoxication T ever dealt with.” said Lafferty. relating the experience. “In the
restaurant I found sitting on a high
stool at the counter an elderly man
who was weeping into his plate containing the remnants of what evidently
hnd been a hard boiled egg.
*
‘What’s the matter?’
asked the
soggy Individual and he answered between choking sobs ‘I weep to think
that by this act of cruelty In devouring
this egg I have deprived some poor
Innocent chicken of the right of being
born !'
“And do you know,” LafTerty continued. “the only way we could comfort the poor fellow and get him out
of there was to tell him It was not
that kind of an egg.”—Indianapolis
News.
List In Peru.
Publications In IVru do not believe
In soon forgetting the Intrigue of Gerninn.v or letting the Hun go unpunished
Newspaper* there enrr,v a coinplete list of inerehnnts who showed
anything like a friendly disposition to
Germnny throughout the war. It Is
known as the "Official Allied Blank
The boycott of these merList.”
chants Includes trade with any of the
employee* of the tlrma. The notice
at the top of the list Includes this
German

22
11
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The Tale of

cock is here to

noon

j

swuru

sailed for Brewer

Samuel Savage has
been at home the
past week, being unable to work.
Master Lymati Linscott of West Han-

to

aud

CLEARANCE SALE

is

EGYPT.
Mrs.

down bis young life which he had lived
to such good purpose, on a battlefield

future.

Arthur

Oct. 6.

G, 2d Maine, on the Mexican
border during the outbreak there. Returning home from there, be in a few
in

Hancock

over

Brown

ed here several

Co.

answered

Mrs.

town, and with her

when very young, joined
National guard in Bangor and served

mouths

Mr. and

Harbor. Mrs.

Corp DeWitt,
with

of

Sunday.
Lewis Jordan, who has been employed
here during the summer, has returned,
with bis family, to Waltham.
Friends here were pained to learn of the
accidental shooting of Henry Brown, son

country.
When asiced shortly oefore going across,
if he wanted to go, he replied: ‘*1 don’t
know as 1 really waut to go, but it is
my duty to go.”
the

James Chamberlain

Mrs.

visited relatives here

his

to

EAST LAMOINE.

|

Witt, were held at the chapel at 2.30
Bnnday, October 5, Rev. Henry W. Conley
officiating.The services were well attended
among those present being a sailor and
soldiers in uniform. On a
Mag-draped
stand was a
arge portrait of Corp. DeWitt. Mr. Conley spoke words of comfort and helpfulness to the family, aud

participate

its meet-

instead of

SERVICE.

Memorial services for Corp. Arvard W.
DeWitt, sou of Mr. and Mrs. S. W. De-

4&Dnti»tu.enta.

*

•mu

evening entertainment, I bore silent testimony to the love and esup of games, projects, teem in which the deceased was held. She
Refreshments will be served. A gen- I was seventy-six years of age. Interment
was in Mt. View cemetery.
eral invitation is extended to all.
Oct. 6.
M.
prepare

Funeral services for Mrs. Rose Steele i
few hours
near Argonne forest, ouly a
*ere held in tne
Methodist church Mon- ! before the cessation of hostilities.
dt-v « 2, R«v. R. M. Trafton of BlueDuring the service, Mrs. H. Fremont
bill offlciaiing. Mrs. Steele was
Maddocks, Mrs. Harold E. Maddocksand
formerly ! Rev. Mr. Conley sang three selections.
of this town.
Mr. and
Mrs. DeWitt express deep
Oct. 7.
L.
appreciation of the houor shown their son

1

j

etc.

uuswerviug

Eoscoe Gaspar and wife
Miauel Gaspar’s.

man

Mrs. Mary J. Perry baa gone to Treraont, for a visit with her daughter, Mrs. j ness as a milliner. Later she went to
Clinton, Mass., where she married Mr.
Frank L Hodgdon.
moved here about thirtyTwenty-three members were in attend- McKay. They
live years ago, and kept a general store.
ance at Nicolin grange Oct. 4.
One unMrs. McKay was* still keeping the store
attlliated member was received.
The lec-

iu a feeling manner upon the*
noble traits of the young man’s character, bis devotion to bis family, bis

SURRY.

Gray

many friends of Rev. John Sherand wife ertend congratulations on

tredge, daughter of the late Whiting and
Lydia Kittredge. In early life she went to
Rockland and was very successful in busi-

touched

If.

Oct. 7.

Miss Lina

of Mr. and

the home

which will be made

Richardson

friends. Gaines

I

at

Hodgkins, Sept. 21.

The

in

MOUTH KIXHWOKI'H.

taken up with music and
discussions on home economics.

K. T. Baldwin left for his home in New
York Saturday.

on

Adjourned.

turer’s hour

EAST

her

direction of the Red Cross organization
j
there, and is made in response to an ap- ;
peal being sent out to all cities in the
;
country by the relief committee.
Alderman Phillips was authorized to!
expend not to exceed |25 in repairs on the
branch road at North Ellsworth between I
Charles W. Sweeney’s and the Nsthau
Phillips (arm.

Mrs. May L. Downs of Milton, N. H.,
who has spent two weeks here, has itone
to East Sullivan.

arrived

sou

Mrs. Emmons

stricken

tossed to the rabble by a patrician as
he passed through the streets on his
way to the baths, or thrown to a
victorious gladiator by one of the vestal virgins, now is In the possession
of Arthur S. Hibier. United States immigrant inspector at New Orleans. On
Its way to Mexico, where it was obtained by its present owner, the coin
may have been carried as a keepsake
by one of the Spanish conquerors and
exchanged for the gold and jew’els
of the Aztecs. Two thousand years
afford ample time to pass through a
few adventures.
The coin is valued by Mr. Hibier,
not only for its age. but for the
queer
history attached to his gaining possession of it. While he claims he Is
not superstitious, he admits he
regards
the coin as a good luck talisman. The
was
sold
piece
to him by a Mexican,
who wished to cross the border at
Brownsville. Tex., and had not enough
money for his toll. To pay his way
across the international bridge he offered the coin with several others to
Mr. Hibier. asserting that it had a
strange significance and a blessing attached to it. It had been given him.
.he said, by the mother of a member
i of Villa’s band, who had been murdered in a cafe brawl. As he lay dying, he had begged the man to take
a handkerchief, stained with his life
blood, to his mother. The Mexican

3Wjcriu«* *-»' sits.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Mrs. Harriet L. Hastings spent
of last week at East Holden.
Miss

pari

a

ABOUT RHEUMATISM

Maud Stevens of Bangor is the
Rev. Henry W. Conley and

of

guest

What Thousands Have Pound Givey
Relief From Thie Painful Trouble.

family.
Mrs.
here

William

over

Town of Newport

Sunday visiting

her

was

father, Or-

Brooks.

lando

lleuel Whitney, w’ho has spent the sumhere, left Tuesday for his hom6 in
Cleveland, O.
mer

Christopher Moody
Brown of Monroe

and

were

wife and

Mrs.

guests of A.

W.

Ellis and wife last week.
Otis Brooks of Portland, Ore., is visiting his brother, Orlando Brooks. Mr.
Brooks went West forty years ago.
Mrs. Mabel Hollis of Columbia Falls,
Rev. H. W. Conley and wife on
her way home from the festival at Ban-

visited
gor.

Charles A. Joy and Miss Bertha L. Joy
Bangor with W. B. Joy and wife
Southwest Harbor, to attend the festival.
went to

of

Rheumatism is a constitutional disease, manifesting itself in local aches
and pains, inflamed joints and stiff
muscles. It cannot be cured by local
or external
It must
applications.
have constitutional treatment.
Take a course of the great blood-,
purifying and tonic medicine,Hood’s

Sarsaparilla,

which corrects the acid
the blood on which
rheumatism depends, and gives permanent relief.
This medicine combines, with excellent alteratives and
tonics, what is generally conceded to
re the most effective
agent in the
treatment of this disease.
If a cathartic or laxative is needed
take Hood’s Pills. Purely
vegetable,
condition of

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION

BORN.

WALKER D. HINES, Director General of Railroads
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

CRABTREE—At Hancock, Oct 5, to Mr and

Corrected to October 5, 1019.

Mrs Alfred E Crabtree, a son.
CARTER-U Hancock, Oct 7, to Mr and Mrs
Vincent Carter, a son.
FIRTH—At Swan’s Island. Sept 11, to Mr
and Mrs Charles H Firth, a son.
MANN—At Orland, Oct 2, to Mr and Mrs
Elton W Mann, a son. (Clifton Elmer.)
SCOTT—At Swan’s Island. Sept 20, to Mr and
Mrs Austin kScott,
a
daughter. (Harriet

Alvinia.)

WILBUR—At Eastbrook, Sept 25, to Mr and
Mrs Jasper A Wilbur, a son.

MARRIED.
MOON
At Hancock, Sept 30,
by Alfred B Crabtree, esq, Miss Emma F
Briuton to Carroll S Moon, both of Hancock.

BKiJVi’UM

COLSON-SHAW-At Ellsworth, Oct 5, by
Rev Joseph Bertrand
Coy of Harrison, Mrs
Orrie V Colson to Charles Shaw, both of
Ellsworth.

DALZELL—LUNT—At Stonington, Sept 27,
by Percy T Clarke, esq, Mrs Helen E Dalzell
to Thomas B Lunt, both of Frenchboro.
GRAY—NEVELLS
At Stonington, Oct 1,
by Rev George H KnowUon, Miss Hazel
Belle Gray to Harry W Nevells, both of
Stonington.
GOTT— KENT—At Camden, Sept 27, by Rev
B W Russell, Miss Myrtle C Gott to Lester
—

D Kent, both of Swan’s Island.
HIGGINS—WILLIAMS—At Ellsworth, 8ept
30, by Walter J Clark, ir, esq, Miss Rissie
May Higgins.of Ellsworth,to Fred Williams,
of Provincetown, Mass.
MoNEIL
FOSTER
At Stonington, Sept
22, by Rev
George rf Knowlton, Miss
Catherine McNeil, of Boston, Mass, to
Ernest O Foster, of Deer Isle.
ROBBINS—FIFIELD
At Stonington, Sept
27, by Rev George H Knowlton, Miss Vesta
Robbins to
Maurice
Fifield, both of
—

—

—

Stonington.

SPURLING-BURTON—At Bar Harbor, 8ept
29, by Rev A M MacDonald, Miss Gladys
Spurliug, of Cranberry Isles, to Dudley
Burton, of Bar Harbor.
SARGENT—SABINE—At Ellsworth, Oct 1,
by Fred L Mason, esq, Miss Gladys B
Sargent to Morris D Sabine, both of Bangor.

THOMPSON
EATON—At Stonington, Sept
23, by Rev G H Knowlton, Miss
Blanche
Thompson to Elmer Eaton, both of Deer
Isle.

BAB HARBOR TO BANGOR.
PM

Mt Desert Fy lv
Waukeag, S Fy

“Any transaction with an employee of a firm on this list Is
naturally the same as a transaction with the Arm In Its owd name
and will have the same conse-

tio

10 39
•I 10 47
11 08

PM

t5 55

.ar

-...

Boston via
Portsmouth
Boston via.
Dover

tH 45
5 51
5 54
f6 01
6 20

*1 05

ar

—

New York

ar

t9 15

..ar

*7 48

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via
Portsmouth lv
Boston via
Dover lv
Portland.iv

Bangor.lv

Brewer June
Holden
McKenzie’s
Phillips Lake
Green Lake
Nicolin
Ellsworth Falls
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June
Franklin Road.
Hancock
Waukeag, £ Fy
Mt Desert Fy ar
Sullivan.ar
Sorrento
Bar Harbor ..ar

§9s40

—

DIKD.
BROWN—At Bar Harbor, Oct G, Heury WBrown, aged )4 years.
FOSTER—At AinUerst,
Oct 4, Boyden B
Foster, aged 18 years.
FREEMAN—At San Diego. Cal, Sept 28. Dr
Charles E Freeman, formerly of Southwest Harbor.
GRANT—At Stonington, Sept 26, Mrs Judith
Grant, aged 65 years, 2 mouths, 17 clays.
GROSS—At St Albans, Sept 29, Inez, wife of
Walter Gross, formerly of Bucksport, aged
33 years.
GROVER—At Bangor. Oct 4, William Grover,
formerly of Amherst, aged 63 years.
HOWARD—At Cranberry Isles, Oct 5, Charles
Edward Howard, aged 61 years.
MCDONALD—At Stonington, Sept 30, Wilson
G McDonald, aged 2 years, 10 months. 2

days.

MCDONALD
At
Stonington,
Sept 27,
Charleue J McDonald, aged
1
year, 3
months, 17 days.
MOORE —At Lakewood
(Ellsworth), Oct,
5. infant sou of Mr and Mrs Eruest Moore
aged 5 months.
ROBERTS—At Bucksport, Oct 2, Mrs George B
Roberts, aged 59 years, 6 months.
SARGENT—At Stouingtou. Sept 26, Edwin
Orriu Sargent, aged 77 years, 4 months, 22

f

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
*
Daily, Sundays included, f Daily, except
Sunday. § Sunday only.
JDaily except
Saturday, s Discontinued after Oct. 26.
k Saturday only.
Dana c. douglass,
teilerai Manager.
M. L. HARRIS.
General Passenger Agent.
Portland. .Maine.

Subscribe For

The Ellsw orth American
Tlie Payer That Stops Coming When
Subs ription Expires.
No more subscription bills piling up unexpectedly.
You get what yon p:.y for, but the
paper will not be
beyond that time.

—

SWAN —At
Franklin.
E
Sept 19, Edwin
Swan, aged 87 years 7 months. 12 days.
SADLER—At Ellsworth. Oct 1, Chaney R
Sadler, aged 89 years, 8 months, 29 day.
STEELE-At South Bluehill.Oct 3, Mrs Rose
Steele, formerly of Surry.
WING—At Bar Harbor, Oct 1, Lieut G H
Grant Wing, agf d 40 years.
CARD OF THANKS.
■\T7"E w iau to show our appreciation by ex
Tv
tending our thanks to our neighbors
and friends, during the illness and death
of our beloved father; also for the beautiful
floral offerings.
Mas. Grace Savage.
.Mrs. Ina Linscott.
Seidbx S. Smith.
Egypt, Me., Oct. 6, 1919

forced

PRICE, $1.50

a

upon

Criminals Made Good.
All the 299 petty < riuilnats who enlisted tn the army at the urgency of
the city’s reform v ;cm:y In Philadelphia distinguished liaiaseivea In war
service “over rho->»l many hava
come hack Ideui ciiia.ua.

you

year

and address, and a
*1 bill, now. and receive the paper for
eight months, or 50 cents (stamps if
more conven-ent) for four months.
Send your

name

PLUMBING
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
viONEST

WORK: HONEST

PRICES

Twenty dears' Experience.
Personal
or

a

tentioh to all detail*. Tehiphchfr
promptly attended »■>

mail orders

EDWARD F. BRADV,
Grout St.. Ellsw uth. Mo.
Telephone 173-2.

IN MbMOKlAH.
DO EG AN.
loving memory of Private Albert J
Dorgttn, who died at Fort Hamilton, N. Y
Oct. 3. 19i8.
Though gone he is not forgotten.
Mr. and Mrs James Dorgax and Family.

IN

iJM'etuai’w

Ellsworth Steam
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

Laundry

NAFHTHA CLEANING

Hoods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
11. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
State Street,

H. W. DUiMISS

Ellsworth. Me
GOOD LINE OF

Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble

Ready-made Clothing
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

cleaning

Monuments, Tablets'and Markers

a

DAVID

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

Repairing and

specialty.
FRIEND

Main Street

Ellswcrth

quences.”
Wedding Bells.
A diversion was created at my wedding which has caused many a laugh
since. Just as the minister was saying. "Dearly beloved.” etc., the Are
the hose house
alarm sounded In
across the street, upsetting the solemnity of the occaslou and causing a ripple
of laughter among the guests. A dear,
who Is slightly
sentimental auntie
deaf, said after the ceremony. “O, I
thought It was so sweet to have the
chimes while the service was being
read.’’—Chicago Tribune.

§4sOO

11 11
6 27
.fll 17 6 32
fll 82 f6 46
6 55
Til 43
ifll 62 f7 02
f7 04
12 01
7 09
12 24
7 29
tl2 30 7 85

Bangor.ar
Portland

SO

i 10 86

Hancock
Franklin Road.
Wash’gt’n June
Ellsworth.
Ellsworth Falls
Nicolin.
Green Lake
Phillips Lake..
McKenzie’s.
Holden.
Brewer June...

Black

warning:

PM

Bar Harbor..lv!.I.| 19 40 t4 291
Sorrento..
f4 69
Sullivan.

CLARIONS MADE IN MAINE
Maine’s needs. They have
the constitution that stands up
under hard work, the liberal fire
boxes and flues that give smooth,
meet

p5

operation, the
control of fire and

complete

even

oven

that

means economy.

You he’p Maine
when you help y ourself
ing a Clarion.

industry
by buy-

WOOD & BISHOP CO.. Bangor, Maine '"JigSSold

by

The J. P. ELDRIDQE CO.

INC., Ellsworth, Me.

3fc*?uuscmmte

improvements

which make it

more

3W>rrtissmunt6

con-

The house was
prettily decorated for her reception. From
this time on, the services in the Congregational church will be held in the vestry.
Members of the Sunday school are urged
venient and comfortable.

WAS TORTURED
FOR TEJI_TEARS

to be

present next Sunday, as the superintendent has an announcement to make
of interest to all. At the mid-week ser-

Wednesday evening, there will
With Terrible Stomach Trouble Until j talk of special interest to the mothers
1 teachers, on “Children’s Bights.”
Tried "FRUIT-A-TIVES”.
j Oct. 6.
vice

be

a

GET SLOAN’S FOR
YOUR PAIN RELIEF
You don’t have
to

and

_

S.

rub it in
get quick, comforting relief
to

Into the seclusion of the wild mountuln land after he eluded the police
net.
He had been discovered when
campers caught sight of a wild man.

COUNTY NEWS

haggard and scantily dad. fleeing
through the hills. The state police, led
hy Constable Wilson beware 0f Hamburg. have returned to the chase with
reinforcements.

Sumner end Syfvia Bridge* of West
Brooklin are visiting Hartwell Candace
and wife.

FLIGHT

Once you’ve tried it on that stiff
sore muscle, sciatic pain, rheumatic twinge, lame hack, you’ll find
a
warm, soothing relief you never
thought a liniment could produce.
Won’t stain the skin, leaves no muss,

FRANKLIN.

Margaret Koch attended
ference of Baptist churches at
! last

the

joint,

con-

Augusta

week.

Friends of Mrs. Marietta Dyer regret
her being a shut-in by an attack of
rheumatism.

Dyer

C. A.

time in applying, sure to
A large bottle
give quick results.
means economy.
Your own or anv
other druggist has it.
Get it todav
33c. 70c. $1.40
wastes

_

is

superintending the baulingof gravel for maintaining State road
from Wooster’s hill, West
Franklin, to
Macomber’s hill.
The local baseball nine
ton

team

Score,
mrs, f. s. stolz

a

Cramps

11 to

5,

on

in favor of

Sloan's

played the Clifhome ground.
Franklin.

Liniment

'Keep ii handy'

The Methodist ladies’ aid society will
have a table of needlework at the
grange
sale Oct. 8, at Orange hall,
D. L. Tracy returned Thursday from his

'07Sacto Ave., Sacramento, Cal.
“I bad Stomach Trouble for 10
years, which became so bad that I got

Sn '<uuh

Saturday

RED ORGY OF MURDER

Washington county hunting trip, bringing

one

deer.

John Bragdon of Lamcine conducted
evening meetings last week at the Methodist church, and continues them’this

two or three times

week.

After years of terrible torture, I
‘read about ‘Fruit-a-tives’ or Fruit

City, Freed

Bolshevist Rule,
Reveals Terrible Story.

j

week.

of

!

Frank E
Blai&dell has recovered the
use of his arm, but an attack of
indigestion followed neuritis and he has been
confined to his bed again.

liver Tablets, and sent for a trial box
and wrote that it was the last remedy
I would use—if‘Fruit-a-tives’ did not
help me, I would die.
After taking the trial box, I felt
better, so kept on taking ‘Fruit-atives’ for nearly a year, and am thankful to say ‘-Fruit-a-tives'saved my life.

no

Men,

Women and Children
Killed
Without Trial, Many After
Horrible Torture.

and
C. I
wife,
Everard Cousins I
London.—Parm, the first city of any
and
wife
and
Miss
Elitb
Butler : size retaken by Admiral Kolchak's
attended the Sunday school
convention! All-Itussian army from the bolshevik!,
in Bangor, Wednesday.
offers a great study in "red" atrocities.
It also saved a friend from an
1'erm Is virtually a slaughter house.
BOYS’ &.&D GIRLS’ CLUB.
operation for Stomach Trouble, after
Hundreds of bodies of bolshevik! viche had given up all hope of getting
The boys’ and girls* agricultural club
tims already have been recovered, and
held its fourth annual contest in
■well”.
Mas. F. S. STOLZ.
more are being found
grange
every day.
hall Friday, Oct. 3.
Stories of ‘*My
50c. a box,6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
In the garden of a seminary, where
Season s Work/' with
recitations, songs holshevlst chieftains were wont to
At all dealers or sent on receipt of
and a piano solo,
composed the program.
hold their revels, the bodies of two
price, by FRUIT-A-TIVES Limited,
Mrs. Thompson,
former emergency
dozen schoolgirls already have been
OQPEN.VAN. V.
leader of Washington
county, consented
recovered. These girls, ranging in age
to act as judge in all
reports and stories,
from twelve to sixteen, were first atand of the canned
products. Supt. of
tacked by “red" officers, then when the
Schools J. B. Thompson was
judge of bends had tired of their
orgy the vicvegetables, and gave a tine talk to the tims
BLUEHILL.
were killed by being tapped on
children. Dr. S. 8. DeBeck and 8. S.
the head with a wooden mallet.
Miss Alary Ober is very ill.
Scammon represented the town.
Mr.
This seminary garden Is one conRatb Bettel arrived from Boston last ! Scammon
presented the prize money
tinuous grave of naked bodies and
week.
which the town
generously contributed. skeletons.
Identification of the vicTbe fire company has purchased a new The display of canned fruits and vegetims is Impossible. A liusslan countess
tables was much
gasoline engine.
there
admired,
being
and her daughter were tied to posts
sixty pints on exhibition. The prize
Leslie Mello of Bath was in town
last
in this garden, stripped of their
winners were:
week for a «hort visit.
clothes, then killed by a succession of
Poultry-Olive
John
W.
Smith,
Blaisdell, dagger
Gladys Leach is teaching in Liberty and j
pricks all over their bodies. A
jr.. Martin Dyer and Margaret Williams
Gertrude Leach in Appleteu.
dozen priests were crucified head
Laura
Pig club
Williams, Arbine
Misses Adelaide Pearson and Caroline
Smith, Harvard DeBeck and Jeanette | downward; two others were bolted iu
Field arrived from Boston last week
oil.
Farnsworth.
Hundreds of the upper classes of
Grace Littlefield of Portland is
Garden club
John W. and William
visiting
her parents. Dr. O. Littlefield and
wife.
Blaisdell, Leslie McNeil and Floyd Brad- i the city, men, women and children,
sentenced to death without trial, were
Hows' d Osgood and Augustus
Treworgy 1 bury.
have gene to Philadelphia for the winter.
Canning club Olive Smith, Gladys taken to the edge of a swamp outside
the city and given their choice of fleeMrs. J. L. Mortell has moved her stock Smith, William Blaisdell, Laura Williams,
; Olive DeBeck, Alice Smith and Beatrice
ing into the swamp or being shot
of dry out. fancy
goods into the Dunn
down where they stood, Shiny dashed
Bragdon, Pauline Smith, Arbine Smith.
l?loc
into the swamp, only to be engulfed
Oct. 6.
b.
Mr?. X'. J*;i;iss of Haliott&ll,
In the quicksands.
The others were
inspector
of t^e vi Oman's relief
SWAN’S ISLAND.
shot down at the edge of a ditch, Into
corps, visited James
A. G
held corps last Saturday.
which
their
Miss Mildred Smith is ill.
bodies fell. and left uncovered during the entire winter.
A «pcttown meeting has been called
Miss Ruby Morse has gone to Portland
for Wednesday, Oct. 15, to see what and Kennebunk to
visit friends.
Rev.

J.

Dyer

A.

E.

Blake

and

wife

j

COUNTY NEWS

—

j

!

—

action the town will

take

on

the resolve

j

Frauces
the

Wal

mouths

at

of the Congregational
as
pastor
church there, has returned to Bluehill for
the winter. She has taken up her resiat

There

the personage.

are

wife

have returned

Somerville, Mass., after visiting here.
Edith Stanley is home for a week.
Her cousin, Daisy Stanley of Rockland, is
visiting her.

to

Miss

Mrs.

Lyman Stanley died Tuesday afterThe sympathy of many friends
goes to the husband and only son. LevThe body was taken to Mauaet
erett.
noon.

for interment.

Oct. 4.

b.

BLUEHILL FALL**.

Cundage is

at

being

South Blue-

hill with her sister.

Robbins-

Mr. Wonderlich of Baltimore spent ten
days here with bis wife and daughter,
returning home Sunday.
Crumb**.
Sept. 29.

ton

denc-1.

Cbeaver Ames and

Mrs. H. A.

-ley, who has been

summer

Joyce broke his arm Sunday,
cranking bii automobile.

Mrs. Bertha Colson is out, after
confined to her’house five weeks.

in the State.
Miss

many

dfcorntgtmtntc

YesY

A doctor’s presc*1r,1on.
Internal and external use
Over ICO ytan> ui it

Johnson's

ANoiiYNhjjniment

wonderfully soothing, healing, pain banishing anodyne for Coughs, Colds. 8oc*
Throat. Qrippe. Cramps. Chflta. Braichit*.
a

Tnnsitfhs, Sprains. Strains and many other
aches and ms. 8ale
sore
satisfying.
—

—

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

-DENTAL SCHOOL
A Field of

Big Opportunities
There iB

unlimited demand for skilled dentists and
specialists in dentistry, The Harvard University Dental
School offers a most thorough and efficient training In
this interesting profession.
For those who wish to
specialize there are courses in Oral Surgery. Orthodoutia (straightening the teeth) and other branches.

A Chance
To Specialize

instruction
and

Equipment

No Entrance

Examination

Eugene

H.

Atlantic City Widow Goes Up
Feet as Aviator Does
Stunt.

3,000

Atlantic City, N. J.—Mrs. Ida C.
Wilcox, who Is eighty, the widow of an
army colonel, lives In a little cottage
near

the field where airmen have been

to

Giles and

summer

Roxbury,

wife have clo*ed
cottages here and returned

Mass.

Friends here learned with regret fbe
Harrietts E. Holmes at her
home in Ellsworth. Hhe is remembered

.m

Scot. at.

v__

XBxopaox

Bert Eaten and wife of
Oldtoen
Mr*. Warren Burn* laat week.

Harry Ford, after
has

returned

brief vieit at
to bis duties *a

yacht Aria, Bangor.
Mrs. Florentine Hamilton

join

to

"le<1

*

her

te «

left Thu

husband, who is emp|0Jed
3
canning factory in Fryburg.
John Anderson, now a
by the older people here, as the daughter
prosperous
ketman of Boston, with his
of the late William
H. and Harriette
*
a few day* at his
spending
old hon*
Gott
Harriman
of Harriman’s
Point,
^
Miss Helen Hull and Mis*
and the last surviving member of a large
fn^,
have returned to resume their
Her
hither
was
of English
family.
du:„
birth, and with two brothers and five the faculty ot Columbia oollee,
death of Mrs.

doing daring exhibition performance*.
The fascination tempted her until she
sisters
could stand It no longer and recently young.

she gave the most experienced aviation
fans at the air port a thrill hy taking
a ride with Kddie Stinson, who ascended 3,000 feet.
“I want yon to go as high as you
can." she said to the daring flyer, "and
do all the stunts 1 have seen you do
with others.''

came

England

from

Tney nought

tracts

when very
of shore
n

York.
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A Drink

Got Proof of It.
A little Polish girl called to play
with I.enn. whose mother asked the
little girl some questions In English
and the child made no reply or sign
that she understood what was being
asked her.
Lena said to the ehild,
“Mabel, don't you want some candy?”
The child replied in English. “Yes,”
which caused Lena to say, “I knowed
she_lmowed_how to talk English,"

Thats Part
of the Meal!

POSTUM
Cereal

SWimtsrmriag.

RED CROSS WORKER
SICK TWO YEARS

lias a flavor thats sure
to please. An economical factor in
housekeeping. A
health builder, used
instead of coffee.

TELLS HOW SHE GOT WELL.
Mis* G. I. Baird of 30 Gleuville Ave.. Alison. Mass., write*:
have been sick almost
two years, had four doctors with little or no
relief. I was growing thin every dav, went
from 138lolfl. I was so disc on raged I didn't
know what to do.
One night a bout three
week* ago. I nicked up n paper and saw your
Dr. True’* Elixir. Family Laxative a nd Worm
Expeller adverted. I made up rov mind I
had worm* and the next day bought a small
bottle of Dr. True** Elixir.' I was surprised*
at the result, stomach worms some a
Unger
long, so much slime, that looked as though
it was just the aiio of worms. The day before
I took Dr. True'* Elixir, 1 thought I should
go wild with the crawling in rov stomach.
I feel like a new person, all my friend* sav I
look so much better. I wouldn't have be
lieved any one coxld feel so much better in
such a ahort time.
I can’t give your medi
cine praise enough.1’
Sign* of worms: Constipation, offensive
breath, swollen upper lip, sour stomach, de
ranged
stomach, occasional gripings and
about the navel, pale face of leaden
pains
tint, eves heavy and dull, twitching eyelids,
the rectum, short, dry cough,
itching of
grinding of the teeth, red po;nts on the
tongue, starting during sleep, slow fever.
Dr. True’s Elixir. The Family Laxative and
Worm Expeller is sold by ALL DEALERS.

No Raise in Price
Two sizes

usually-soldlat 15* <£o 25*

by P03turn Cere*I Company
Battle CreeK, Michigan.

United States Tires

Elmer
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centage of membership in the service during the late war than any Pythian lodge

spending

Sargent of Islesford is spending
with old frieuds here.

n

art-

or

j
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passed by the last legislature, whereby
the State appropriates $500, to build a
road in South Bluehill, provided the town
will raise a like amount for that
purpose.
D. Q. C. H. L. Crabtree, assisted
by G.
P. E. C. Osgood and G. M. E. F. Robinsos v( LllswQptb, iostalied officers of
K a a
lodge. K. of P., Sept. 30, as
follows: P. C., W, H. Osgood; C. C., C\
W. Grey; V. C., K. M. Trafton; prelate,
H. K Stover; Al. of WM Norman Grey;
M. at A., J. K. Abram; 1. G., J. L. Butler;
O. G., Ralph Beede. The lodge was gratified to learn that it had a higher per-

month

their

j

_

Miss

Arthur
e

becamT^ 0,rn *«
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family. Th” d'> h
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burner.

ends tbe last of the
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80. SHE TAKES AIR

land and settled whst
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South Sea Beauties Use
Chalk on Complexion
Philadelphia.—Paint and powder on the faces of “women the
world over” were condemned by
Rev. I>r. A. Pohfman at the
Presbyterian ministerial conferin the Witherspoon bullding. Doctor Pohlman, who was
formerly an African missionary,

ence

said:
“In their desire to mak^ their
faces attractive by paint and
powder women are the same the
world over. In Liberia they use
white chalk on their black faces.
Here they ust* red and pink.
What is the difference?”

JENNY LINO’S PIANO IS SOLD
White and Gold Instrument That Cost
P. T. Barnum $5,000 Is Treated
as Junk.

Middletown, Conn.—On a big platform truck, with its less in the air„
the white and gold Crystal Palace piano specially built
by P. T. P.arnum for
the concerts of Jennie Lind in 185G
was carted off a few days ago by a
New Haven coUector who had purchased it from Thomas E. Smith, a
local dealer in antiques.
When Barnum contracted with the
Swedish Nightingale for a concert tour
of the Cnited States, for which he
paid her the theu magnificent sam of
$803,000, he had Fox & Co. of New
York construct a mammoth square
piano for the concerts, the price of
which w as over *5,000. While this piano was used no duplicate was to be
made. Its ease and legs were at San
DomlDgo mahogany, enameled in ivory
and embellished In gold.

DESERTER IS FOUND IN CAVE

an

Leading dentists of Boston and vicinity have charge
of this work. Association with these men is invaluable,
not only from a technical view-point, but in a practical
way. Ultra-modern equipment, the most up-to-date of
any school of its kind.
Holders of diplomas of high schools covering required
are admitted without examination.
Graduates
of this school lead the profession in standing and lucrative practice. For catalog, address

subjects

Smith, D. M. D., Dean, Boston, Mass.

Navy Man Living In Blue Ridge Mountain* Escapee From
Police.

Reading, Pa.—Berks county was
thrilled recently by the discovery that
Charles Strausser, former Hamburg
soldier and navy deserter, was living

rutin

Chaia'

•■NoW
'Royal Card'

Most Economical
Wear—life—service—mile-

values

a tire.

Car

These are exactly what you
get in United States Tires,—
general all-round tire satisfaction.

own

United States Tires

Co.,

are

owners

Their merit is

and
We have them—a type
size for every car.
good tires.

why

That’s
_

Cherry

_

we

sell them,
c. L. Morang
F. L.

_

_

who do their

recognized everywhere*

Bluehill,

Steuben,

econo-

thinking prefer United

States Tires.

This greater total of tire

a cave dweller,
deep in the Blue
We know
mountains north of Hamburg. He was m
hills worth Auto
trapped in his cave high in the virgin
timberland by stata police, but escai>ed l
after an exchange of shots.
field
Strausser. who has been sought by
navy officials for mouthg, fled deeper

greater

my—less cost of maintenance
—less repairs and depreciation.

age—safety—comfort. These
are the things that count in

as

means

_

Mas°c

Sons
A. L. Stewart &
Dutt011
_S.K.
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aN. Jcwetl i» spending
in BMW*'
Giles-

snd wife of
flonct Dickey
M. Smith’s.

the week

Milo

arc

Clark and rfauKht€r Bernice
the month in ttanada.

aro

rt.nne.tC.
W J.

sending

and
Doris Giles

hlte

returned

Hive

been

trom

employed

Uertrude

Bangor,
the

faithfully

at

they

the

who has been spending
Marion Crosby,
at her home here, has
Short vacation

spending
a few days in
Bangor.
work.
returned to her
Mrs. Doris Martin of Bangor is visit8Sept. 29._
ing her sister, Mrs. John Sargent.
and wife, who are preparMrs. Lottie flavey of Boston is
A. N. Jewett
visiting
in Bangor, spent Wednesday ; her sister, Mrs. B. K.
ing to settle
Joy.

,

night in town.
Kev. Alex Weatberbee, wife and sou
I'.J. Clark and daughter Bernice, who i Arte mas are visiting in
Bangor and
in
Canada, returned Lincoln.
bare spent a month
bone Tuesday.
William Goodwin, Jr., of Burlington,
A is now open season on deer, and the !
Vt., recently visited his parents, W. P
who
of
come
full
;
from
gunners,
aoodsare
Goodwin and wife.
tv wd near.
R. H. Springer, who is
employed at
J. L. Nickerson, who has been suffering j
Machias, spent the week-end with his
•om neuritis of the face the past year,

io
ftwara
Honor
Flags.
To stimulate chapters and branches
to exceed their quota in the Roll
Call.
James Jackson, manager of the New
England Division, has decided to
award honor flags. Each chapter that
exceeds its quota will receive a Red
Cross banner made of bunting and
each branch that exceeds its quota
will receive a Red Cross banneer of
bristol board. These banners may be
hung in the Red Cross headquarters
and will have the red cross on a white
field with the words “Honor Flag”
written above and '‘Third Roll Call”
■written below the cross.
The chapter that exceeds its quota
by the largest percentage will receive
a Red Cross
banner made of silk
It is believed that these honor flags
will prove splendid
incentives
for
chapters and branches to work for
big results in their efforts to secure
renewals of memberships and new
members.
New Red Cross Films.
The New England Division has already secured four new Red Cross
films for the Chapters to use in the
motion picture theatres and at meetings in their territories. One of the
most interesting of the films is
a
photo-play entitled “Winning Her
Way." It deals with the public health
nursing work of the Red Cros» and
relates a story of how a Red Cross
public health nurse, supported by the
local Red Cross organization, won the
support of the townspeople for com-

j

family.

spent Monday in Ellsworth, where he j
consulted a physician.
Mrs. Belle W. Googins of Trenton has
Harold Keuuiston. wife and sou Gor- returned home, after a visit with friends
1
dd, accompanied by Miss Doris Mace,
motored to Augusta and Hallowell to ;
Mrs. Nellie Thomas has gone tc
ipend the week-end.
Roslindale, Mass., to visit her daughter,
Friends of the Foster family extend Mrs. Albert Barnes.
sympathy in the loss of their son Boy den,
Cnk Amie.
who died after a lingering illness, follow
of
influenza
a
attack
year
ago.
iugan
NORTH SULLIVAN.
Oct. 6.
!
H.
Kthel Lindsey of Ashville is a guest at

j

Urover, formerly of this town, Mrs. Catherine Robertson’s.
Saturday at the home of his daughLari Jellison, U.
S. N., is home oc
ter, Mm. Cheater A. Beeves, in Bangor, i thirty days’ furlough.
Death followed a short illness of pneuMrs. Catherine Robertson visited iu
monia. Mr. Urover was sixty-three years
Last Sullivan last week.
o! age. Be leaves two daughters, Mrs. i
Zemro Hall iB spending a few days at
Reeves and Mrs. Algin Manley of Bangor;
his home here.
Mrs.
Hannah
of
Frankt*osisters,
Doyle
Mrs. Theodate Peters and Mrs. Nellie
lin and Mrs. Walter Small of Milbridge,
Robertson are home from Hancock Point
and three brothers, Fred Grover of Mananlle, Edward L. of Otis and J. P. of j
Ralph Plummer and wife of Bangoi
Brewer. TSa body will be brought here j were guests at N. 11. Williams’ Tuesday
William

died

lor interment.

Pearl

Mr.ind Mrs. Bancroft motored to the

hatchery

from

tie week-end

Fred Grace.
A large hull
seek with the

Lawrence, Mass., to spend
with their niece, Mrs.

moose

is

playing

bide- and-

going to and from the
Springe: Inrubtr camp at Northeast Cove,
following one imin nearly to the camp
door. He i* a tine
specimen, and had
better rn.ke hmstlf
scarce
before the
men

open season begins.
The f,i;

vi.

Wednesday.
Tripp left Wednes day for Waterville, where he has employment with th<
and

GREEN LAKE.

rk at

the hatchery is well
he fall fishing season is

M. C.

R. R.

John

Bagley and wife of Seal llarboi
visiting Mtb. Bagley’s mother, Mrs. J
B. Havey.

are

Mrs.

Agnes Hall

from Bar

ployed

du

Harbor,
ring

the

has

returned

where she has

been

H.

Price. #1.25.—Advt.

'iDutrtiaEmnitB.

oeveiai

PERUNA
and MAN ALIN Cured Me
Mrs. E. M. Harris, R. R.
No. 3, Ashland, Wis., sends
a
message of cheer to the
sick:
'Afti'r following your advtco
using Cerunu and Manalin, I
«’wrr«l «f euturrh of the noue,
and »tomaoh. from which
l?ai1 suffered for several years.
commenced taking Pe1 could not make my bed
••ilhout stopping to rest. Now I

Catarrh of the
Nose, Throat
and Stomach.
do all my work and am In good
I recommend this valuhealth.
able remedy to all suffering from
any disease of the .stomach,"
Peruna I* Sold Everywher
Liquid or Tablet Form

Rtj'y'oo

X

Straight Shooting

Americans

dominating,well co-ordinated manhood which
tke American whose recreation 13 pirto!: >ootmg to keep in front in the onward rush of world reconstruction, can he developed by most Americans. Target
shooting with the pistol will bring it out.
^
^now more at out this very valuable, enjoyable and disti nctyrrnt*°
y
came

i

4

em*t>les

American sport? Would you like to really get acquainted with
pistol and the target shooting fraternity ?
^°Ur
dealer, the alert Remington UMC merchant whose store is
yo ur
community Sportsmen's Headquarters—one of more than 82,700 in
'OH countrv.
country. MHe will L_1
be pleased to co-operate.
write to °ur Service
Department and your questions will be answered
^ Pistol
shooting authority who will as gladly welcome you into the clan.

^>ur

^oca?

..

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE
CO., Inc.
Mamufacturtr of Firearms u nJ
WOOLWORTH BUILDING

Ammunition

in

tk« World
NEW YORK

MANBE'i.
The Stanley house has closed for the

been Ibis summer.

season.

The box dbcial at the schoolhouse Frievening was a decided success. A
good time was enjoyed by all.

Mrs. B T. Dolliver is visiting iu Rhode
Island.

day

Julia Hancock has gone to Duck

Mr. McKenzie and wife entertained
a party at their home
Friday evening. A
pleasant evening was eDjoyed.
.Rev.

Island to teach.
James Hancock has
New Britain, Conn.

a

tine

position

OO-txty

Charles Stanley and wife are hom<
from Northeast Harbor, where they have

in

MisBes Gladys

Whitmore, Mary Whit-

William Moore has been visiting friends
here the past week.

more, Annie Clark, Margaret
and Bessie Noyes
motored to

Clifton Foss and wife have, gone to
Lakeview for the wintel.

Sunday, calling

Dolliver
Castine

friends at the normal

on

school.

Elirer Stanley and wife have gone to
Rockland for the winter.
B. T. Dolliver has
bought the Albert
Staples house and has moved his family

Among

there.

Mrs. M. A. Stanley has returned from

news

WEST HANCOCK.
David Farnsworth visited in
chias last week.
Mrs.

in

John Norris and wife of bangor
town

Mrs. Herman Sinclair and son Leon
left Saturday for New Haven,
Conn.,
for the winter.
Mrs. Walter Clark who has spent the
with her father, Thomas
Graves,
has returned to Brighton, Mass.
summer

those who have gone to Rock-

land for the winter are: James Parker
and son
Everett, John Foss, Everett
Torrey, Ed Moore and wife, Mrs. Decosta

turned

and

the

family.

Oct. 5.

a

Lilac.

Humming

Yes, she does run pretty quietly.
Why? Well you see I'm very particular
about keeping her engine correctly oiled.
That has a lot to do with keeping motors
quiet, smooth-running and powerful.
Sure. There’s never been a drop of anything but Polarine in her oil reservoir since
your father bought the car.
Yes, Polarine keeps her timing system
running right and her cylinders, shaft bear-

STANDARD

OIL

j

uuioi

11. in-,

win

pruuauiy

Edgar Butterfield
whore

home

from

they have

and

wife

been

summer.

Oct. 6.

M. M. M.

Bird?"

Buy Polarine where you buy
power-full SoCOny Motor Gasoline—where
you see the red, white and blue SoCOny
Sign.
expense.

OF

poster is an attractive young woman

wrapped in the folds of the American
flag and beneath this figure is a huge
red cross and the word "Join.” The
second poster is by Haskell Coffin
and presents a figure of a young
woman in Red Cross costume holding
The third
out her hands in appeal.
poster is a new edition of the GreatWorld
the
picture
est Mother in
which was so popular in previous

campaigns.

Several attractive window displays
have also been prepared for the use
of stores.

CO

ups"4 ?% Ktendgd

NEW

YORK
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Cigarettes made

W*

meet

to

your taste!

Camels are offered you as a cigarette entirely
out of the ordinary—a flavor and smoothness
never before attained. To best realize their
quality compare Camels with any cigarette in
the world at any price!
Camels flavor is so refreshing, so
enticing, it will
win you at once—it is so new and unusual. That’s
luuautu

re-

Harbor,
employed during

ings and all the other parts from wearing
loose and shaking her all out of whack. Just
as good in winter as in summer.”
Polarine retains its botlv and lubricating
qualities at all cylinder heats. Suits all
types of engines. Saves wear and tear and

COMPANY

have

Southwest

ue

ready for use before the close of the
Roll Call campaign.
Another Interesting feature of the
Roll Call will be a lecture entitled
“The Heart of a N’ation," illustrated
by 100 colored stereopticon slides,
picturing briefly the history of the
American Red Cross during the war
Division Tour a Success.
Division Manager Jackson is having
splendid success in arousing interest
in the Third Roll Call In his tour
of Division territory, which will continue until the end of this month.
He is accompanied by Miss Lavinia
H. Newell, director of Chapter Production; Miss Elizabeth Ross, director of the Bureau of
Nursing and
Cheney C. Jones, director of Civilian
Relief, all of whom are presenting
details of the future work of the
Red Cross in New England.
Dr. Livingston F. rrand, the executive head of the American Red Cross
has started a tour of the 13 divisions
of the Red Cross in this country, and
will come to the New England Division just previous to the opening of
the Roll Call. According to his present schedule, he will address a public
mass
meeting in Symphony Hall
Boston, on the evening of October 24.
and if his time permits meetings will
be arranged for one or two of the
other larger cities in New England.
It is expected that R“d Cross workers
from all over New England will go
to Boston to hear Dr. Earrand who is
devoting the principal part of his addresses to the health center plan.
Roll Call Posters.
Only three posters will be used
throughout the country for the Third
The most conspicuous of
Roll Call.
these is entitled “The Spirit of America” and was
painted by Howard
Chandler Christy. The feature of the

were

W. K. Springer and wife of Dexter
spent Sunday at their old home.

xUrnertieements

“Like

Ma-

Sunday.

The other new films are “Good-Bye
Brest,” which shows American troops
leaving Germany and France and embarking Jor home; “Roumanian Relief,” w'hich shows the distribution of
Red Cross relief supplies in Roumania, and “Helping Our Boys at Home,”
w'hich illustrates the service rendered
home-coming Am rican troops In their
journey across the United States to
their homes.

em-

To feel strong, have good appetite and
digestion, sleep soundly and enjoy life, use
Burdock Blood Bitters, the family system
tonic.

Northeast Harbor, where she has visitet
past week.

the

munity nursing.

home

summmer.

Oct. 6.

to

Seventy of the 108 Chapters tn the
V;W England Division of the
American Red Cross have
already appointed
chairmen to direct the Third Red
tross Roil Call for members and
money from November 2 to 11, and
these chairmen are rapidly
organizing
their forces for the campaign.
Every
effort will be made to exceed the
present Red Cross
membership of 1,500.°°0 i’1 the New England Division.
The Roll Call will open on
Sunday
November 2, and before that date the
clergymen of ail faiths will be asked
to devote
their
services
on "Red
Cross Sunday” to the American Red
Cross and its membership
appeal to
the
American
people. The clergy
will be provided with leaflets outlining what the American Red Cross did
during the war, and presenting information on the things still to be
done, together witli suggestions for
services on "Red Cross Sunday."
it is hoped that every church in
New England will have at least one
Red Cross service on the
opening
day of the campaign.

Harold Hooper is home from Boston.
Mrs. Edith Webb ol Bangor is a
guest
of Mrs. Lacy Webb.
Mrs. Penrose MacKinnon 19

past month.

Chairmen

Direct Third Roll Call
in Novembei

WEST SULLIVAN.

Treadwell
where

l Chapters Appoint

Green Laki
station. With his natural
ability and the
experience which he has had, it is sail
to say that the results will
be most
gratifying. The waters of Fish rivet
system, in the extreme northern part ol
the State, abound with
tish, practically
undisturbed by
the encroachment ol
civilization.

working for Edinurul

is

illertSomner

and
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then to
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SPEED PUNS FOR
r:d cross drive
'!
IN NEW ENGLAND
:

be forwarded to the Greet
Lake hatchery. Mr. Grace
is' an ex
perienced tish culturist, having servec

and

NEWS

BOUNTY

|

the

Otis, left Oct. 2. for the Fish rive
waters, to take landlocked salmon egg
for the hatchery.
They will be awai
about six weeks, making their head
at
quarters
Ouerette, shipping the egg
to the Caribou State
hatchery, to be hell
there until they reach the
eye stage

Why?

ln

was

on

FredUrace, Martin A. Garland of th
hatchery force and Frank E. Watts o

the

5<JJ

:

buildings.

PILLS.
facture^ BEECHAM'S
have the largest

any
STof
world!

one

built at Rocky pond,
repairs mad
flume, extensive repairs made o
the annex to the
and
a portio
hatchery,
I of the wharf at the lake rebuilt.
Mino
repairs were made about the hatcher

More than
60 yrs. ago
Sda1

The summer season has bee
for Supt. Race, as a new dat

at hand.
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gives you!

you II

this blend to either kind of tobacco smoked

prefer

straight!

As you smoke Camels, you’ll note absence of
any unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or any unpleasant cigaretty odor. And, you’ll be delighted
to discover that you can smoke Camels
liberally
without tiring your taste!
Take Camels at any
angle—they surely supply
cigarette contentment beyond anything you ever
experienced. They’re a cigarette revelation!
You do not miss coupons,
premiums or gifts.
You’ll prefer Camels
quality!
18 cents a package
Camels are sold everywhere in
scientifically sealed packages of 20 c garettes or ten packages 1200 cigarettes) in a
gla ssi rie-paper-cove red carton. We strongly recommend
this carton for the home or office
supply or when you travel

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.,

Win.ton-S.Iem, N.

C.

atrijertisirmintB

Rtd Sox Star P-cs ntcd With Six

Popular
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CARE OF BACK-YARD POULTRY
Phase
of
Heme
Production
That
Should Be Considered by Those
Desiring Eggs and Meat.
(Prepared by the United States Departmeat of Agriculture.*

HAUL.

....

..

HUNDRED DOLLAR TREASUK
.TNuA c LUT IK KATES—''i
WOMAN IS RUTH S WIFE—YES. HE TURNED THEM OVER

Babe

i

the home ran PING
WONG
WINS
PERSHII'.
MEDAL.
hardest hitting
in the game toLittle Miss Ping Wong of Colu:
stock holder in
the United States Government bus. Ohio, does not wear the trous<
of the native Chinese girl’s coste
recently, when, in the presence but none
of her trousered school 1.
of thousands of admiring fans
competitors In the sale of War Su
he was presented with six $100
ings Stamps was able to
h
United States Treasury Sav- in business acumen andsurpass

Ruth,

king, and the
baseball player
day, became a

What other phonograph
dares this test?

j

The keeping of fowls on a town lot \
or in the hack yard is a phase of home
j
production that should be considered I
by all who desire to supply the table j
with eggs and meat at a cost consldj
erably below the usual market price.
Ordinarily, the keeping of from 12 to
25 hens Is sufficient to provide the
average family with eggs and meat.
For a flock of 25 hens a space of from
20 to 30 square feet per bird should
be allowed, and the yard so divided
to permit them to be alternated
as
from one yard to the other. Thus, a
lot of 25 by 30 feet, which Is even
smaller than the average town lot.
should he the minimum space for a
flock of this size.
By having the
yard divided cover crops, such as
wheat, oats, rapo, or rye, can
he
growing in the unused yard and
when sufficiently grown the fowls be
allowed to pasture it.
For a yard 25 by 30 feet, or 750
square feet in size, the above-mentioned grains may he sown In the following amounts: Wheat. 2H pounds;
oats. 1 Va pounds; rye. 3t4 pounds;
When available,
rape, 2*,4 ounces.
lawn clippings make excellent green
feed for fowls.
In this way the contamination of
the soil and the possibility of disease
are
reduced to a minimum, and at

you ask
Q1Precital

ance.

Babe Picks Winners.
The presentation was made the last
game ol the season in Boston between
the Chicago White Sox and the Boston Red Sox.
A special “Babe Rath Day" was
held at Penway Park and the certificates
were
presented between the
games of a double header.
They
were the gift of the Pere Marquette
Council, Knights of Columbus, South
Boston.
In becoming a stock holder in the
United States Government. Babe Ruth
becomes a brother stock holder with
Jack Dempsey, the pugilistic champion who recently invested $1000 in
these securities.
The cash value of
the six Treasury Savings Certificates
when presented to Babe Ruth was
$501. In 1924 at maturity they will
be worth $600.
Babe Ruth is a strong beUever in
Investing his money in safe securities
such as Treasury Savings Certificates
and War Savings Stamps.
He has
no leanings
toward
the
“get-rich3uick” schemes, and salve oilytongued peddlers of securities of
doubtful value.

Miss
Ping, who is 13 years c
and daughter of a wealthy Chine,
merchant has been awarded a "Ge
oral Pershing" medal for l aving so
more
than $25,000 in War Savin
Stamps this year.
Miss Ping e
plained that she had sold War Sa'
Ings Stamps because her father h;
told her she must do her very be
for America because this country ha
given him a home, comfort and pro?

given September 10,

voice flood the

Hall?

Morrisey’s living

heard the New
packed
Edison* match that voice, even unto its finest valuation
of shading and feeling.
Any one who was present will
It then

tell you.

The art of the living artist and
its RE-CREATION by the New
Edison

not be told

can

apart.

It is no idle phrase that you can
enjoy Case, Middleton, Hempel,
Matzeuauer, Spalding—in your home. The New Edison tilings all that
the great artist can bring, except his physical presence.
It is the
phonographic triumph of the age.

The NEW EDISON
"

The

With

Phonograph

a

Soul”

Come in and hear this wonder for yourself—the Three Million
Dollar Phonograph* that RE-CREATES the very soul of music

E. F. ROBINSON
Registered Optometrist,

EDISON DEALER,

Ellsworth, Maine

•The instrument in the Tone-Test of •'ept. 10, is the regular model which
sells for $2^5. It is an exart duplicate of the laboratory Model which
Mr. Edison perfected after spending Three Million Dollars in experiments.

THRIFT AND SUCCESS
Views of Famous Men
Some of our greatest industrial organizations have learned their A-P>
in waste elimination and ha\ 1
C’s
found themselves well repaid.
Tb
time is coming when every man wli
lays claim to business ability wi
keep the question of waste befor
him constantly.
“Waste is worse than loss.
Tl:
time is coming when every perse
who lays claim to ability will kee
the
question of waste before h‘:
onstantly. The scope of Thrift 1
mitless."—Thomas A. Edison.

COUNTY
BROOJLLIN.

Indispensable Requirements

Orrin Green and wife accompanied O.

Purdy

to

|

for

Sue-

eral

aut

mobile

and

with

her

Chat to, at Bluehill

w

aunt,

Falls,

an-

has

Austin

is home.

Mrs. Smith, who has spent several weeks
ith her daughter, Mrs. Edward Griffin,
to

East brook

Sunday

to

visit

a

Une Femme.
EASTBROOK.

Mrs. Guy Butler
from the hospital.

AVOID SOUR OR MUSTY FOOD
—

BURNING MONEY By Walt Mason

Severe Losses Will Result From Use
I
of Poor Feed During Hot Days
Life is gay and blithe and sonny since the
peace dove hit the breeze-1
of Summer.
everyone is burning money just as though it grew on tree,
il.u
thrift and savings but there’s none to heed
my words :
lam raving and throw money to the birds. Men are
During hot weather sour or musty
drawing princely
wages and their breasts are filled with mirth, and
food is more apt to be used for poulthey
jeer
whc.
a
predict
sages
day of dearth; but that day will come as
tifr feeti than in the winter. Severe
W1
nse:
win then be going poorly with
the
losses will result £rom the use of
spending guy i. Tiling* wont boom along forever as they’re boominggiddy
now
poor feed, so it pays to know the
my friends; and the man who’s truly cfever saves as
ably as he
exact condition of the grain in the!
It is patent to the knowing in expensive times Tike
these, that the kooa-k,
won’t be grown; always on the shrubs and trees. There will
bins which may have been there for
come a day j
of trouble, when this boom is left behind, and the kopeck and the
a long time.
Never allow portions j
ronbU
will be mighty hard to find; happy then the lads whose
wages have hem of the mash to remain in the troughs
safely placed m brine, who obeyed the seers and sages, when the savin, on hot days as It may become congraft was fine. And how sick will be the mortals who like spendthrift laminated with dtrt and then be eaten !j
now behave, who reply with jeers and chortles when we call on
them t by the young stock.
save

jXniel “ta

foreWhj
surdTa*

spend!

j

has

returned

Greenwood grange has purchased
piano for the hall.

and
Kenneth
attending Bangor high

Saturday

and

Sunday

this

a new'

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

Since

the

of her husband in 1906, she had rewith her sister, Mrs. Hannah
C. Holden.
death

sided here

She leaves one sister, Mrs.
Holden, one
brother, Sullivau W. Verrill, of Delray,
Fla., a nephew, Dr. Frederick C. Holden
of Brooklyn, N. Y., who resided with
Mrs. Dix from
boyhood, also other
!
nephews and nieces. Mrs. Dix was eighty| one years of age last February. She was a
devoted member of the Congregational
1

I

I church of this

town.

Mrs. Dix was a woman of mere than
Jellison, who has been
usual ability aud experience. She accomworking in Bar Harbor, is home.
I*mud her husband on many sea voyBarker French, wife and son Robert
i ages, and was greatly interested in the
returned from Presque Isle Saturday.
Miss Mattie

work of

Wednesday,

Oct. 1,

last week to visit.
Mrs. Kutta Peterson and two cnildre°
have gone to Poston to spend the
with Mr. Peterson, who ba» employment

*1DteJ

there.

W
Leslie Rice, Ricbsrd Stanley and
Har 1
have returned from Bar

her

buaband

while

he

was

en-

great day for gaged in the building of the
Roosevelt,
Greenwood grange fair.
The weather for Capt. Peary, for his Norih Pole expewas fine and the exhibits were
excellent. ! dition. Outside of her domestic duties,
she was interested almost w
Harold Giles won in the potato race.
holly in the
work of her church.
In its
aud
Ellery Wilbur won first money in single all work connected with itupkeep
was
she
horse pulling, and Oscar Jordan first in greatiy interested, and was instrumental
in
an
doing
abundance of good in ber
double horse pulling.
home community.
Amon Googins and wife entertained
She was of a moat congenial nature,
a party of relatives and friendg
on Sun- | forever welcoming strangers to her home,
will be greatly misaed in many ways.
day. Those present were Mrs. Googins’ and
Her life was one that will
long be remeramother, Mrs. Ella Smith, and her brother, bered,
leaving memories that are sweet.
was a

j

they have been

1 Macey’s yacht.
I

I

M-

on

employed

Sundiy
Charles Edward Howard died
o! Brig
morning, alter a briet illness
sixty 0
was
disease. Mr. Howard
dis 1
and bad lived here all

years

few weeks.

in

pleasant

Stanley

where

Mrs. Dix was born in this town, though
for about thirty-five years of her life she

a

Mrs. Charles Hicjard-on has returntd
from Northeast Harbor, where she has
been employed.
Mrs.
Leander Bunker. Mrs. Enoch
and son Malcolm went to Brewer

Dix, were grieved to learn of her recent
death. She had been in failing health
some time, though confined to her bed
but a

Saturday, after

vacation here.

Bulger

1

home

for their home

at

many friends of Mrs. Myra Dix of
town, widow of Capt. Charles B.

resided

appointed.

Torrey

are

OBITUARY.

Wilkins of Eastport, who has been

i

who

The

visited the school here last week.

sardine inspector at A. H. Mayo’s factory,
has gone to New York. Mr. Scammon is
taking his place until a new inspector is

Mrs. Wilbert Kice is spending a few
weeks with her son, Leslie Bunker, at
Sutton.
Dr. Fred Lord and wife of Boston left

Frances Norwood, with a party of
from
girls
Southwest
Harbor
and
chaperoned by Mrs. Olson and Miss
the
Carroll, apent
week-end camping at
Northeast Harbor.
Oct. 6.
p jj

daughter.
Mrs. Mary Young of Webster City,
i
Iowa, who has been visiting friends at
i Bar
Harbor, has returned to her sister,
j Mrs. George Holden.
I
Hollis Stanley and wife of Bangor and
Llewellyn Herrick and wife of Somerville, Mass., were the guests of T. C.
Stanley and wife last week.
Mr. Y'oungof Wiuterport has been engaged as principal of the hign school.
Mr. Taylor, inspector of high schools,

Oct. 6.

Dons

the

for

Saturday

Harbor.

Miaa

j

Mr.

Miss

Sprague,

Mass.,

Henry Bunker is having his house
painted by George Turner ot Northeast

Adelhert Reed and family moved Tuesday to Rockland, where they will remain
during the winter. Mr. Reed has employment there.

spent the

Mrs.

Wollaston.
winter.

from

BChool, spent

Masonic hall,

sale at

Wednesday evening, Oct. 15.
Little Rebecca Pease, who

at

William Reed left Thursday for Gloucester, Mass., where he will join Capt. J. W.
Stanley in the trawler Pioneer.

Fannie Davis, who has spent sevat Rockland, returned to Mrs.

nual supper

!

trip

days

went

I

an

j A. E. Farnsworth’s Tuesday.
| Harvest Home society will hold its

Comfortable Quarters
and Good Peed,

It makes no difference to a canary
whether It Is kept in a cage that cost
$10 or 10 cents, or whether it has Its
feed and drink in china or earthen
dishes; but It makes an immense differenee whether it has good care or
is neglected, and whether or not its
needs are properly supplied.
These
things are equally true of a hen.
Sensible treatment is of far greater
Importance than stylish quarters.
A fine equipment should not be despised. It can be so used as to be
of great value.
Still It is not one
of the vital things. The indispensable
requirements for success in the poultry business are good stock; comfortable and healthful quarters; feed and
drink of good quality, in proper quantity and at suitable times; and full
protection from diseases and enemies,

on

Boston last week.
Mrs.

i

and wife

week end

P. W. Richardson is still picking
her garden, with buds still
forming.

roses

(lift

Clarence Crosby ha-» 1 eeu laid up »itfc
band the past week.
Mrs. Nellie
MacLiugblin <:*al tae
week-end at Southwest Harbor.
Christopher Swanson and wife left

Mrs.

Marks.

few

a

a sore

He entered U. of M. this (all.
Miss Helen Reed
visited her brother
Hollis last week, leaving Thursday for
Boston.

Bartlett of Boston is very
ill at the home qj her sister, Mrs. Adelaide

Luella

Stanley spent
last week at Islesford.

home.

Mrs. Susan

W.

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Mrs.

Gkm.

mckinley.
Wasson Taplcy spent the

Charles W. Furey and wife of New
York, are guests of A. E. Farnsworth and
wife.

cess Are

p

Brooklin.
Oct. 6.

Suitable Type of Poultry House for j
Edward Jones, recently returned from
the Town Poultry Keeper Whose
overseas, is visiting Mrs. Augusta Staples.
Space Is Limited.

the same time green food is provided.
The actual selection of the breed
should not be a difficult matter when
one considers that more depends upon
the way fowls are managed than upon
the breed Itself.
Pure-bred fowls of
the general-purpose or egg type purchased for a reasonable figure are well
suited for backyard poultry plants.
However, when pure-bred fowls can
r.ot be obtained, grades properly cared
for and fed will usually produce sufhcient eggs and meat for the table
of the average family.

Mrs.

of

Free they of Boston is spending
bis vacation in fown.
Charles

A

COUNTY NEWS

Googins’ sister, Mrs.
Edward Griffin, Karl Bachelor, wife and
daughter Katherine and Harry Bridges

Mrs. Nancy Parker is very ill.

summer

■I

Charles Smith, wife and daughter Valerie,
Mr. and
Mrs.
Malcolm o(
Northeast

NEWS

Harbor,

SENSIBLE TREATMENT OF HEN

th™£s

house.

Hancock

at

perhy.

BEE WISE

t°n^™!r\LSUri

about the Edison Tone-Test

The startled audience heard Marie

perse\

ings Certificates.

some one

old,

beeri e»

Miss Myrtle Stanley, who has
N°rtllta
ployed at Wood’s reslauranl,
vacat‘®
a
Harbor, returned borne lor
*in
to Ellsworth lor the
betore

going

Miss Gladys Spurling ol this Pla*
Burton o
was married to Dudley
^
Re'radio station. Otter Creek, by
Sept '’
Harbor,
Bar
at
M. MacDonald,
Mis* fra“
Through the generosity ol
0
w
Hamilton of New \ork,
ces
o
here, several
summer
the
spent
*
were made
Sunday school scholars
°
when she presented
Oct.
5,
Sunday.
lor
who had attended regularly
''
months and repeated the go
each Sunday, P each. They
Dorothy SP
e
Spurling, Eleanor Joy,
Lina and Mad
Mary Teal, Edith,
a
fc
has been
Bracy. Miss Hamilton
an
the Sunday school,
in

help

AMSK
scholars, through THE
her
her s vote ol thanks lor

^*

Re'P'^gy

Oct. 6.

Latin

Derivative.

Corporal Is derived from

wit
.atln word ns captain. Imt
nlitnre of the meaning nn“„
to
if the English word corps,
a 1
n medieval Latin meant
i>■
hence the Frenc

tommander;

r,

^rUll
f

^

